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ABSTRACT
Blake, Aaron J. M.S.Egr., Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Wright State
University, 2013. Synthesis and Characterization of Graphene Oxide/Sulfur Nanocomposite for
Lithium-Ion Batteries.
The growing need for clean and efficient energy storage systems has recently peaked due to
concerns of climate change and increased global energy consumption. However, efficiently
integrating renewable resources such as solar and wind energy into society will require a
complex electrical energy storage (EES) system capable of storing and expending significant
amounts of energy. A battery based on the lithium/sulfur couple can yield a theoretical specific
energy of 2600Wh/kg, which is about five times higher than that offered by present Li-ion
batteries, and hence, is a promising and attractive technology.
Despite recent developments in addressing various issues inherent to a sulfur cathode, the
lithium/sulfur couple continues to exhibit capacity fade over cycling. The present study uses a
low cost, solution-based reaction to heterogeneously nucleate and grow sulfur within the
graphene oxide (GO) matrix. The reactive functional groups on GO work to entrap sulfur,
thereby reducing polysulfide dissolution and improving electrochemical stability. Morphologies,
compositions, and structures of the as-prepared GO/S nanocomposites were characterized using
SEM, XRD, TGA, DSC, and EDX.

Performance characteristics were electrochemically

determined via discharge/charge cycling, and were compared against mechanically mixed GO/S
composites. The optimized GO/S nanocomposite was then combined with a graphene-based
anode, forming a novel Li-ion/S cell configuration. The replacement of the metallic lithium
anode is anticipated to overcome numerous issues afflicting the Li/S battery concept. It is found
that selection of an electrolyte compatible with both GO anode and GO/S cathode is critically

iii

important to achieve better performance for a graphene-based Li-ion/S cell, which is subjected to
further studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Due to high energy consumption and depleting natural resources around the world, the necessity
for alternative energy has never been more evident. Electrochemical energy production has been
one of the focuses of alternative energies as it can be designed to be environmentally friendly,
suitable for both stationary and mobile systems, and more sustainable than other sources.
Moreover, efficient electrochemical energy storage devices – such as batteries, fuel cells and
supercapacitors – are needed to store the energy generated by those intermittent energy sources,
such as solar and wind. Very recently, much attention has been brought to the energy storage
capability of batteries.
Batteries are closed systems comprised of an electrolyte sandwiched between two
electrodes (Figure 1a). They generate electrical energy by the conversion of chemical energy via
redox reactions at the anode and cathode, wherein the negative electrode is oxidized (anode) and
the positive electrode is reduced (cathode). The energy-providing processes take place at the
electrode/electrolyte interface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of primary battery powering an external device1, and (b) schematic of a
rechargeable (secondary) Li-ion battery.
1

In the case of lithium-ion batteries, the anode is the source of lithium ions and the
cathode acts as the lithium ion sink (Figure 1b). The electrolyte solution typically consists of a
lithium salt dissolved in an organic solvent, and serves as an ionic transport medium. In a
typical lithium ion battery (LIB) consisting of a lithium metal oxide (

cathode and

graphitic carbon (C) anode, the reaction mechanism consists of both the positive electrode halfreaction and negative electrode half-reaction
,
.

[1]
[2]

The voltage produced by the lithium cell is calculated by the difference between the lithium
chemical potentials at the anode (

and cathode (
(

,

[3]

where F is the Faraday constant (F=96,485 C mol-1), and n is the number of electrons transferred
in the reaction. When the electrode reactions proceed in equilibrium, the difference between
chemical potentials at the anode and cathode is equal to the Gibbs free energy (ΔG):
.

[4]

The cell voltage is influenced by the energies associated with both electron transfer (determined
by redox reactions) and Li-ion transfer (determined by crystal structure and the coordination
geometry of the site into/from which the Li+ ions are inserted/extracted).2
The amount of charge (Q) stored per unit mass is called the specific, or gravimetric,
capacity (usually in mAh g-1). Sometimes it is more appropriate to value the capacity
volumetrically (usually in mAh L-1), such as when the battery size is small or when a system is
constrained by volume. The product of the cell voltage (E) and the capacity (Q) is the specific
energy density of the cell (Wh/kg or Wh/L)
2

,

[5]

where C indicates the capacity and V indicates the average potential versus Li/Li+. The
subscripts c and a represent cathode and anode, respectively. Two other important battery
performances are in terms of rate capability and cyclability. The rate capability defines a cell’s
ability to charge and discharge at varying current rates (or current density). Cyclability is also
referred to as the cycle life of a cell, and indicates the stability of the cell during cycling. For
commercial application, the battery cycle life is the number of complete charge/discharge cycles
a battery can perform before its nominal capacity falls below 80% of its initial rated capacity.
A battery’s cathode material presents the most interesting potential for a solution to
improving energy density, but it is the most sensitive to alteration. The cathode material has a
significant effect in terms energy and power, but also in terms of cost and safety. In a journal
article by the materials scientist M. Stanley Whittingham, the necessary characteristics of a
cathode material are defined as follows3:
1. Contain a readily reducible/oxidizable ion, for example a transition metal;
2. React with lithium reversibly, which dictates the intercalation-type reaction in which
the host structure does not change when lithium is added;
3. Interact with lithium with high free energy (∆G) of reaction. That is, the cathode
must have a high capacity, high voltage, and high energy density;
4. React with lithium very rapidly (i.e. high power density);
5. Good electronic conductor to promote easy addition/removal of electrons;
6. Chemically and structurally stable with respect to charge/discharge;
7. Inexpensive and non-toxic;
8. Environmentally safe.
3

These requirements have led to research interests in two predominant areas. One area pertains
to close-packed layered compounds where transition metals occupy every other crystallographic
plane and are accessible for redox reactions with lithium. The other is with regard to
compounds with open structures that rely on more plentiful transition metal components. These
compounds will be discussed in more detail in the sections to follow, expanding on their
structures and how they improve upon battery performance.
We will begin to explore several intercalation compounds utilized as cathode materials
for modern Li-ion batteries. The term “intercalation” refers to the insertion of ions into a
layered host matrix, which ideally retains its structural integrity during the process. With
transition-metal oxides, positive guest ions occupy sites surrounded by negative host ions. The
sites available to the positive ion are determined by the morphology and integrity of the host
structure.

1.1.1 Layered Oxides
The first demonstrated rechargeable lithium battery consisted of a transition metal sulfide
cathode, TiS2, a metallic lithium anode, and a nonaqueous electrolyte.2 During the dischargecharge process, the titanium disulfide crystal structure was maintained, implying good structural
integrity and good reversibility. This success led to the further studies with high capacity
chalcogenides like CoSx; however, the cell voltage was limited to less than 2.5 V versus the
metallic Li anode due to the transition metal’s higher-valent d-band overlapping the nonmetal: pband (Figure 2).2 This overlap between bands results in the formation of holes in the nonmetal
band (removal of electrons) and the formation of molecular ions such as sulfides, which rendered
the higher oxidation states of transition metal ions inaccessible.2
4

Figure 2. Overlap between transition metal:d band (e.g., Co:3d) and nonmetal:p band in a
sulfide.2
Improving upon the limitations of chalcogenides, research scientists began to study
transition metal oxide hosts like LiCoO2 and LiNiO2. The general formula of a layered metal
oxide cathode is LiMO2 (M = V, Cr, Co, Mn, Ni). These oxides crystallize into a layered
structure where lithium and metal ions occupy alternate (111) planes of the rock salt structure
(Figure 3a). The two-dimensional structure provided by the MO2 layers supports enhanced
lithium-ion diffusion, and the direct M-M interaction resulting from the MO6 octahedral
arrangement provides good levels of electrical conductivity.2 These layered oxide materials are
identified as lithium intercalation cathodes because they allow for the reversible insertion, or
extraction, of lithium ions into/from the host electrode material during the discharge/charge
process. By optimizing the transition metals used, these electrode materials can achieve voltages
up to 4V vs Li/Li+ and high theoretical capacities (~274 mAh/g).
LiCoO2 is widely used as a cathode material in commercial Li-ion batteries because it
provides high voltage, decent capacity (~140 mAh/g), and exhibits minimal capacity fade
(Figure 3b). However, LiCoO2 is very reactive and exhibits poor thermal stability making the
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battery more susceptible to thermal runaway. With the recent explosion of developments in
nanoscience and nanomaterials, it is not surprising that some research has turned focus toward
developing nanoscale LiCoO2 in hopes of eliminating the shortcomings of this material.
Interestingly, nano-LiCoO2 composites exhibited worse thermal stability, increased safety issues,
and decreased capacity due to irreversible reactions with the electrolyte.4 Nevertheless, this
cathode material continues to dominate the Li-ion market due to its electrochemical stability.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Crystal structure of layered metal oxide, and (b) typical voltage profile of LiCoO2.5
1.1.2 Spinels
Spinel compounds are a special case in which the cations of transition-metals are ordered within
every layer of the spinel structure (Figure 4a).3 In 1983, manganese spinel was identified as an
effective cathode by Thackeray et al, and has since been extensively researched.3 A spinel
lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4) cathode is of interest as it is relatively non-toxic compared
to Co or Ni, and inexpensive due to the abundance of Manganese.6 Studies have shown that the
spinel structure is retained between LiMn2O4 and Mn2O4 during the extraction/insertion of
lithium, suggesting a very promising level of structural integrity.7 The benefits of this material
6

seem to end there, however, as its theoretical specific capacity of 148 mAh/g is limited to about
120 mAh/g in practical application. This low practical specific capacity renders it an unusable
cathode for many applications.
Further implications arise during the lithium-ion extraction/insertion process, which
occurs in two distinct steps: first, around 4V, Li-ions are extracted/inserted from/into the
tetrahedral 8a sites with the initial cubic symmetry maintained (Figure 4b); then, around 3V, Liions are extracted/inserted from/into the octahedral 16d sites (Figure 4c). The latter step occurs
due to the so called “cubic-to-tetragonal transition,” in which the cubic spinel LiMn2O4 is
lithiated to form the tetragonal Li2Mn2O4.2 The cubic-to-tetragonal transition results in a 6.5%
increase in unit cell volume, which makes maintaining structural integrity during dischargecharge cycling difficult, as well as results in rapid capacity fade in the region of 3V.2 For this
reason, LiMn2O4 can only be used in the 4V region, and is therefore limited to the 120 mAh/g
specific capacity discussed above. Even in this region, though, LiMn2O4 exhibits capacity
fading, especially at elevated temperatures (>55 °C). Without discussing in detail the
mechanisms involved, the reasons for this behavior result mainly from Jahn-Teller distortion
during non-equilibrium cycling, manganese dissolution, and the cubic-to-tetragonal transition.2
Recent developments have been made toward fabricating nanoscale LixMn2O4, in which
the range of x spanned 0.5 < x < 2.4 The result was an increase in capacity and improved
cyclability at room temperature. Despite these improvements, the nano-LiMn2O4 continues to
exhibit significant capacity fade due to Mn dissolution caused by the increased surface area.4
Research continues to be performed with aims of reducing these affects and improving spinel
cathode performance, but the future of batteries will require a higher energy capacity than this
material can deliver.
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

Figure 4. (a) Spinel structure of LiMn2O4; (b) Li-ions stored in the tetrahedral 8a sites; (c) Li-ions
stored in the octahedral 16d sites; and (d) a typical voltage profile of LiMn2O4 in the range of 3.04.3V.88 (e) A typical voltage profile of LiMn2O4 in the range of 2.5-4.3V.89

1.1.3 Olivine Phosphates
Olivine-structured phosphates are represented by the general formula LiMPO4 (M=Fe, Co, Ni,
Mn, etc.) (Figure 5a). The olivine structure demonstrates better overcharge protection and less
thermal degradation than compared with layered oxide cathodes. In addition, its structure
overcomes the weaknesses in rock salts and spinel cathodes due to the strong covalent bonds in
PO43- polyanions, which efficiently stabilize the three-dimensional framework.4 Of these olivine
phosphates, lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) has shown to be very promising as a cathode
material. It is very inexpensive, abundant in its elemental components, and environmentally
safe. F urthermore, it has a similar discharge potential to lithium, a theoretical specific capacity
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of 170 mAh/g, great stability with respect to charge/discharge, and no fade in capacity after long
cycling (Figure 5b).
In LiFePO4, the crystal structure forms “tunnel” pathways that must be completely
unobstructed in order to allow proper diffusion of lithium ions. If proper care is not taken during
the preparation of this cathode material, the olivine phase can become slightly imperfect,
enabling iron atoms to inhibit lithium sites, thereby causing a severe decrease in lithium
mobility.4 Further, when the Fe impurities block the tunnel pathways, the material’s Li-ion
storage capability becomes severely limited. LiFePO4 has low electrical conductivity at room
temperatures. This problem has been addressed by using the material at higher temperatures,
reducing the particle size, and coating the surface with carbon in various forms to improve
electron and ion conduction 8 Recently, Ding et al.9 reported significantly improved
electrochemical performance with the synthesis of a LiFePO4-graphene hybrid. Graphene sheets
were used as a platform for LiFePO4 to grow. The resulting hybrid material exhibited improved
electrochemical performance using as little as 1.5 wt% graphene.4
(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) LiFePO4 crystal structure; (b) a typical voltage profile of LiFePO4.4
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1.2 Research on Sulfur-Based Cathode
The commercialization of high energy density rechargeable batteries has been restricted by the
low specific capacities of cathode materials (150-170 mAh/g), as discussed previously.10 The
energy density of current Li-ion batteries will need to be enhanced to at least two to three times
of its theoretical value of 500 Wh/kg in order to make electric vehicles (EVs) more competitive.
A year ago the energy density of rechargeable Li-ion batteries for commercial use was increased
to 400 Wh/kg by Envia Systems. The company utilized a proprietary Si-C anode, a so called
“high capacity Mn rich” (HCMR) cathode, and their proprietary “Envia high voltage” (EHV)
electrolyte to accomplish this feat. In order to keep up with the energy demands of advancing
technology, it is of major scientific significance to develop and optimize cathode materials with
high capacity and energy density.
Sulfur offers a solution to the search for a high performance cathode material. The Li/S
couple offers a theoretical capacity of 1675 mAh/g, based on the following redox reaction
mechanism
(

,

[6]

and a specific energy density of 2600 Wh/kg (2800 Wh/L). Moreover, sulfur is non-toxic,
environmentally benign, and costs significantly less than current cathode alternatives. It is
important to note that the chemistry of the Li/S battery differs vastly from conventional Li-ion
intercalation mechanisms by instead using a unique conversion chemistry as described in
equation [6].2,11
Although the redox potential described in equation [6] occurs at a lower voltage than that
of commercially available Li-ion batteries, this detriment is overcome by sulfur’s ability to host
two lithium atoms – four times more than conventional Li-ion hosts –without the need of
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additional atoms to maintain a stabilized crystal structure. As a result, the Li/S battery would
weigh significantly less than conventional Li-ion batteries while supplying far greater energy
density. This low operating voltage also eliminates decomposition in liquid electrolytes, which
is an issue with other high-potential Li-ion batteries (> 3.6V).2 In summary, Table 1 shows a
detailed comparison between several important characteristics of current LIB cathode
chemistries versus the sulfur cathode.
Table 1. Comparison of cathode materials for lithium battery
Cathode
Nominal
Capacity (mAh g-1)
Energy Density (Wh/kg)
Price
R.T.
Material Voltage (V) Theoretical
Practical Theoretical
Practical (USD/kg) Cycle Life
LiMn2O4
3.7
148
110-120
420
120
15
300
LiCoO2
3.6
274
110-140
510
180
30
400
LiFePO4
3.6
170
150
578
130
10
1000
S
2.2
1675
>200†
2600
--0.57
--†
Based on positive electrode only, with 50 wt% S. Capacity data is for cycle regimen yielding the longest
cycle.12
Despite sulfur’s promising energy storage characteristics, several inherent issues exist
with its chemistry that prevent it from being implemented into the battery market. For instance,
there is the issue of polysulfide dissolution in electrolyte, which leads to loss of active S mass,
low S utilization and severe capacity fading upon cycling. Additionally, elemental S is
electrically insulting and the final reduced product, Li2S, is not very conductive either. This
leads to low rate capability, slow kinetics and significant volume expansion.10,13–16 The
challenges of low sulfur utilization, capacity fade and low conductivity have made the Li/S
concept a difficult one to deal with. The next section will depict the limitations presented by a
Li/S couple in more detail, which will serve as a platform for later discussions regarding
materials research in pursuit of an improved Li/S battery for real-world application.
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1.2.1 Known Limitations of Li/S Battery
Sulfur exhibits a unique voltage profile due to the complex chemical reactions that occur during
discharge/charge cycling.13,17–19 In Figure 6, two voltage plateaus are observed during the
discharge of a Li/S battery. The upper plateau around 2.4-2.2 V vs. Li+/Li0 corresponds to the
transformation of elemental S, in its natural cyclic octet form, to high-order lithium polysulfides
(Li2Sx, 3 ≤ x ≤ 8). The fast kinetics of this reaction along with the high solubility of high-order
polysulfides lead to a phenomenon known as the “polysulfide shuttle” (Figure 7). This
phenomenon results in a capacity loss of ~400 mAh/g S, which almost immediately limits the
theoretical capacity to ~1256 mAh/g S (i.e., 1.5 e/S).20 During the polysulfide shuttle, the
soluble polysulfide species freely diffuse between the anode and cathode resulting in high selfdischarge, low coulombic efficiency, severe sulfur migration, and fast capacity decay.13
The lower plateau around 2.1-1.9 V vs. Li+/Li0 corresponds to the formation of insoluble
low-order lithium polysulfides (Li2Sx, x < 3). These reduced lithium polysulfides can diffuse to
the anode following the oxidation process, which presents a serious issue in terms of corroding
the lithium anode and diminishing coulombic efficiency.21 In Figure 6, a local minimum point
(concave up) on the discharge curve marks the onset of the lower plateau. This point
corresponds to activation polarization that emanates from sluggish reaction kinetics of the
charge-transfer reaction taking place at the electrode/electrolyte interface.1 For the Li/S battery,
this also marks the nucleation of Li2S, the highest concentration of lithium polysulfides, and the
highest viscosity.22 As a result, the kinetics of this reaction are much slower than compared with
the upper plateau, and if not properly controlled results in an additional capacity loss of ~400
mAh/g S.
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Figure 6. Electrochemistry of sulfur showing an ideal charge-discharge profile. Inset:
polysulfide (PS) shuttle.23

Figure 7. Li/S cell operation scheme.24
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Furthermore, elemental sulfur is both ionically and electrically insulating (5x10-14 S/cm).
Multiple studies have shown that the insoluble low-order lithium polysulfides are also
electrically insulating.11 In fact, because of the low solubility and slow kinetics of lithium
disulfide, Li2S, complete reduction to this product may not occur.2 The insulating nature of these
species renders it necessary to add conductivity to S by providing intimate contact with
conductive additives. Efforts to realize the potential of the Li/S battery have revolved mainly
around the development of carbon-based sulfur composites. This is because carbon-based
materials are lightweight, conductive, and capable of hosting sulfur without significantly
diminishing the overall practical energy density.11 Detailed research progress will be presented
in Chapter 2.
In the past two decades, enhancing sulfur cathode performance has been focused on the
following three directions: 1) the manipulation of organic electrolytes as well as binders, which
are known to play an important role in polysulfide dissolution; 2) the addition of conductive
materials, among which carbon-based additives are of particular interest because of their
stability, high surface area (especially when nanosized), and lightweight; and 3) the reduction of
sulfur particle size, which (i) more easily allows for S to be surrounded by the conductive
additive and (ii) decreases the diffusion path for electrons and lithium ions thereby enhancing
sulfur utilization.11

1.2.2 Roles of Binder and Electrolyte in Li/S Batteries
The use of binder materials is very important for high performance sulfur cathodes. The binder
serves to adhere the electrode material to the current collector, form an electric pathway between
the active material and conductive carbon, and facilitate both electronic and ionic transport. 25
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Polyethylene oxide (PEO) and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF) are the most commonly used
binders in the Li/S system. Unfortunately, problems exist with both binders, such as poor
adhesion properties and low ionic conductivity at room temperature with PEO, and dissolution in
organic electrolyte with PVdF.26
Sun et al.25 replaced PEO and PVdF with a water-soluble gelatin binder. This new binder
functioned effectively as an adhesive agent, showed to be electrochemically stable during
cycling, and served as a dispersion agent for the cathode material. The gelatin binder-sulfur
cathode achieved a high initial discharge capacity of 1132 mAh g-1, but dropped to only 36% of
this value after 50 cycles (Table 3).

Research scientists continue working toward the

development of an optimal binder, but at present PVdF looks to be the best choice as a binder
material for Li/S batteries.
While many aspects of the sulfur reduction process in electrolyte solution remain to be
completely understood, it is well documented that lithium octasulfides, Li2S8, suffer from
instability and disproportionation in various electrolytes.27 During disproportionation, elementary
sulfur breaks its cyclic octet chain and is then simultaneously reduced and oxidized as the
polysulfide chain length decreases. The high-order polysulfide chains produced during this
reaction are highly soluble in organic electrolyte.

High solubility and mobility of the

polysulfides in organic electrolyte is necessary to improve the rate capability and enable the cell
to operate over a wide temperature range; however, high solubility also leads to the shuttle
phenomenon during the charging process. Thus, choosing an appropriate electrolyte becomes
essential in order to reduce the dissolution of active S material.
Much research has studied the electrochemical properties of a Li/S cell at room
temperature using various electrolytes, such as 1,3-dioxolane (DOXL), 1,2-dimethoxyethane
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(DME), poly(ethylene glycol) dimethyl ether (PEGDME), tetra(ethylene glycol) dimethyl ether
(TEGDME), and ethylene carbonate (EC) or dimethyl carbonate (DMC).17,28 Specifically, these
electrolytes are chosen due to their viscosities, dielectric constants, and ability to synergistically
interact with sulfur (Table 2). The ideal electrolyte for an operational Li/S cell needs to exhibit
low viscosity for polysulfide retention

in addition to the following basic requirements,28

including high ionic conductivity, large electrochemical stability window, chemical stability
towards lithium, and safety etc. Meeting all of these requirements using one solvent is not easily
achieved; therefore, it is often necessary to optimize an electrolyte based on a mixture of solvents
and additives. Some research efforts have even begun development of new electrolytes all
together, such as a polymer electrolyte and ceramic electrolyte.
Table 2. Physical properties of typical solvents used in Li/S electrolytes.
Mw (g/mol)

D (g/mL)

Tf (°C)

Tm (°C)

Tb (°C)

ε

η (cP)

250

1.03

137

-23

250

18

8.03

222.28

1.009

140

-27

275.3

7.9

4.05

1,3-Dioxolane [DOXL]

88.11

1.032

5

-45

105

7.1

0.523

1,2-Dimethoxyethane [DME]

90.12

0.863

-2

-68

85

7.2

1.1

Ethylene carbonate [EC]

88.06

1.321

150

36

246

89.6

1.92

Dimethyl carbonate [DMC]

90.08

1.069

21.7

4.6

90.3

3.1

0.625

Solvent
Poly(ethylene glycol) dimethyl
ether [PEGDME]
Tetra(ethylene glycol) dimethyl
ether [TEGDME]

Mw: molecular weight; D: density; Tf: flash point; Tm: melting point; Tb: boiling point; ε: dielectric
constant and η: viscosity
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TEGDME has shown to be one of the more popular solvent choices due primarily to its
high viscosity. This characteristic serves to effectively slow the diffusion of polysulfides and
reduce sulfur dissolution leading to high initial discharge capacities – upwards of 1200 mAh/g
S.17,28–30 Unfortunately, TEGDME has not shown to eliminate the issue of capacity fade, and its
higher viscosity could hinder ionic conductivity. Studies have also used solvents such as DOXL
and DME in combination because they offer a trade-off between sulfur utilization, rate capability
and lithium anode cyclability. DOXL provides high conductivity while reducing polysulfide
solubility due to its slower reaction kinetics, while DME reacts more easily with lithium and has
faster reaction kinetics that improve cathode operation. Wang et al.31 reported an optimal
composition of this electrolyte to be DME:DOXL = 2:1 (v/v) when used with a lithium
perchlorate salt, and they achieved a high initial discharge capacity of 1,200 mA h g-1 which
stabilized at 800 mA h g-1 after 20 cycles. Unfortunately, the increased reaction kinetics of DME
also increases polysulfide solubility. As a result, the reduced Li2S product gradually precipitates
onto the cathode surface and limits the access of the electrolyte to the active sulfur material.8
Wang et al.32 have reported high coulombic efficiency (96%) using a polymer film
containing 5 wt% SiO2 and 20 wt% PMMA, which they soaked with 1 M LiPF6 in PC-EC-DEC
(1:4:5 v/v/v). The composite cathode was based on a sulfur/active carbon couple, and showed a
high initial capacity of 800 mAh/g. After 25 cycles, the capacity fell to 372 mAh g-1. A year
prior to this, Wang et al.33 prepared a PVdF-HFP gel electrolyte based on the sulfur/active
carbon cathode, which showed nearly identical results to the PMMA gel electrolyte. The only
difference was that the PVdF-HFP composite showed 100% coulombic efficiency through 25
cycles. In this respect, the PVdF-HFP gel electrolyte showed to be superior to the PMMA gel
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electrolyte, but the low discharge capacities afforded by both electrolytes still leave much to be
desired.
Jeon et al.34 ball-milled sulfur with carbon black and coupled the composite with a geltype linear PEO with LiClO4 in TEGDME. The resulting composite showed minimal discharge
capacity and significant fade after just 10 cycles. The reason for this poor performance may not
be entirely attributed to the novel gel electrolyte, though. Ball-milling sulfur with carbon has
shown to be inferior to mechanical stirring (i.e., mortar and pestle).35 The reason for this is due
to the tendency of sulfur particles to agglomerate when ball-milled, which results in increased
resistivity and decreased cell performance.
Marmorstein et al.12 mechanically stirred 75 wt% sulfur with 7.5 wt% acetylene black
and showed optimal results when using 15 wt% PEGDME/LiTFSI and 2.5 wt% PEO as
electrolyte and binder, respectively. It is important to note here that if the viscosity of the
composite is increased by adding more polymer (in this case, PEGDME), the amount of binder
can become excessive. Thus, decreasing the binder content to 2.5 wt% PEO is warranted. While
the S/AB/PEGDME composite had very high S content, electrochemical performance evaluation
showed very low S utilization (25.7%) and significant fading after 25 cycles.
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Table 3. Comparison of a set of electrochemical performance data for carbon/sulfur composites
using different polymer electrolytes.
Composite

Active S
Content (wt.)

S/AB/PEGDME[a]

75%

SGA[b]

63%

SC-PEO/LiClO4[c]

50%

AC/PMMA/S[d]

30%

AC/PVdF-HFP/S[e]

30%

Electrolyte
PEGDME/LiTFSI
(30:1), 2.5 wt%
PEO
1 M LiClO4 in
DOXL/DME (1:1)
Gel-type PEO with
TEGDME
PMMA-SiO2
(15:4.1) membrane
dipped in 1 M
LiPF6 in PC-ECDEC (1:4:5)
70 wt% 1M LiPF6
in PC-EC-DEC
(1:4:5) absorbed in
PVdF/HFP gel
electrolyte

Current
Density

Initial Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g)

Cycle Stability
(mAh/g)

Coulombic
Efficiency

167 mA/g

430

25th, 120

-

12

167 mA/g

1132

50th, 408

-

25

84 mA/g

316

10th, 169

-

34

167 mA/g

800

25th, 372

96%

32

167 mA/g

800

25th, 370

100%

33

Source

Sulfur/acetylene black/PEGDME [a]; sulfur/gelatin binder/acetylene black [b]; sulfur-carbon black-PEO/LiClO4 [c];
activated carbon/poly(methyl methacrylate)/sulfur [d]; activated carbon/poly(vinylidene fluoride-cohexafluoropropene)/sulfur [e].

Other approaches being pursued to improve Li/S cell performance include the fabrication
of solid-state sulfide glass cells, reduced Li2S as a cathode material, unique polymer gel
electrolytes, and novel cell configurations.13,36–38 The issue confronting carbon-based sulfur
composites is that while good cyclability has been achieved, roughly 30-50% of the total
electrode mass tends to be attributed to inactive carbon and binder.13 This means that although
certain research strategies have begun to utilize a majority of sulfur’s theoretical capacity, the
overall cell energy density remains limited. Unless sulfur content is increased beyond 50%, an
adequate energy density (at least 500 Wh/kg) cannot be achieved that would allow the Li/S
battery to compete effectively in the battery market.39
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1.3 Objective and Scope of this Research
We have discussed that the gravimetric energy density of S is much higher than commercially
available cathode materials, but harnessing this energy has proven to be rather difficult. The past
decade has seen a revitalization of research on carbon-based sulfur composites due to new
developments in carbon nanomaterials. As capacity fade continues to be an issue with the Li/S
battery, it is of the utmost importance to determine an optimal means of entrapping sulfur to
prevent polysulfide dissolution while simultaneously adding sufficient conductivity. The
objective of this thesis is to explore the energy storage and conversion capabilities of a graphenesulfur nanocomposite for improvement of lithium battery performances.
In this thesis, Chapter 2 reviews the historical development of research on carbon-based
sulfur composites and their success in improving Li/S battery performance. Chapter 3 then
describes the methods taken and results achieved in preparing a graphene oxide/sulfur (GO/S)
composite via mechanical mixing. A performance evaluation of the graphene oxide nanosheets
used throughout this thesis is also discussed. In Chapter 4, a chemical synthesis method for the
fabrication of an improved GO/S nanocomposite is explored. The evaluation of this
nanocomposite includes discharge/charge cycling, TGA, XRD, SEM, EDAX and DSC. A novel
cell configuration for the Li/S battery is evaluated in Chapter 5, where the metallic lithium
anode is replaced with a carbon-based electrode. A succinct overview of the results is given in
Chapter 6, in which the major conclusions of this work are reiterated, followed by an outlook
and discussion of potential future work enlightened by this research.
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2. RESEARCH STATUS ON LITHIUM/SULFUR CATHODE MATERIALS
2.1 State-of-the-Art Cathode Composites for Li/S Battery
In general, the Li/S cathode composite must meet three main goals: (1) supply electrochemical
reaction sites, (2) delay the out-diffusion of intermediate electro-active materials (i.e., lithium
polysulfides), and (3) accommodate the solid Li2S precipitated during discharge without
clogging the cathode pores.39 Within the last two decades, research scientists have explored the
use of active carbon, carbon nanotubes, mesoporous carbon, microporous carbon, and graphene
in hopes of improving specific capacity, cyclability, and coulombic efficiency. All of these
approaches aim to entrap sulfur in order to prevent dissolution of polysulfides in the electrolyte.
A dilemma to keep in mind throughout this work is that high polysulfide solubility is necessary
to improve rate capability and to enable operation over a wide temperature range, but high
polysulfide solubility also results in the shuttle phenomenon that greatly hinders cell
performance.

2.1.1 Activated Carbon
In the earliest Li/S cell configurations, bulk sulfur was mixed together with a conductive carbon
additive to form a macroscopic cathode composite. The result was a low capacity cell that
suffered from limited cycle life. It was not until 1989 that Peled et al.40 first described the idea
of improving electronic contact and energy density by loading sulfur into the porous structure of
carbon materials. It was this concept that led to the more recent development of activated
carbon/sulfur (AC/S) composites. AC is a form of carbon that is processed to contain small,
low-volume pores that increase surface area and thus the number of available sites for chemical
reactions to occur. However, the pore size distribution ranges from micropores (<2 nm) to
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macropores (>50 nm), and the electronic contact between sulfur and the macropores is limited,
resulting in significant polarization.38
Wu et al.41 demonstrated an active carbon/sulfur (AC/S) composite capable of achieving
an initial discharge capacity of 1181 mAh g-1. The cell retained 61% of its initial discharge
through 60 cycles. The composite was fabricated by mechanically stirring activated carbon
(surface area of 1486 m2/g) with elemental sulfur by a weight ratio of 3:7. The sample was then
heated at 150 °C to make elemental sulfur melt and diffuse into the pores of the AC structure,
followed by a 3-4 hour heat treatment at 300 °C to coat vaporized S onto the surface of AC.
Elazari et al.42 prepared a binder-free carbon-sulfur cathode by impregnating the
micropores of activated carbon with elemental sulfur (ACF/S). This was accomplished via heat
treatment at 150 °C under slightly reduced pressure, followed by further heat treatment for 10-15
hours at 155 °C. The use of a carbon cloth additive established good electronic conductivity
between the carbon and confined sulfur and permitted up to 50 wt% sulfur content in the
electrode composite. A maximum discharge capacity of 1057 mAh g-1 was demonstrated, and
the reversible capacity was maintained at 800 mAh g-1 through 80 cycles. Further stability was
achieved by incorporating LiNO3 as an electrolyte additive, which has been shown to improve
coulombic efficiency.43
Table 4. Comparison of a set of electrochemical performance data for activated carbon/sulfur
composites
Composite

Active S
Content (wt.)

Electrolyte

Current
Density

Initial Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g)

Cycle Stability
(mAh/g)

Coulombic
Efficiency

Source

ACF/S[a]

50%

10 wt% LiTFSI
and 2 wt% LiNO3
in DOXL/DME
(1:1)

150 mA/g

1057

80th, 800

97%

42

AC/S[b]

49%

1 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME (1:1)

100 mA/g

1181

60th, 720

-

41

Activated carbon fiber cloth/sulfur [a]; activated carbon/sulfur [b].
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2.1.2 Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs)
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) present promise in realizing sulfur’s potential due to its 3D
wire framework that can encapsulate sulfur.11 CNTs provide an effective electron conduction
path and, in theory, should prevent polysulfide dissolution into the electrolyte via their provided
structural integrity.44 Ultimately, the reduction of polysulfide dissolution indicates an
improvement in the utilization of active sulfur material during the charge-discharge process.
While the 1D structure of CNTs does hold promise, limitations arise due to the typical small
length (approximately a few microns) of CNTs that limit Li-ion diffusion and induce
discontinuous sulfur loading. Furthermore, the diameter of CNTs is typically several tens of
nanometers, which is much larger than optimal.38 As such, much of the research performed with
CNTs in a Li/S cell has only shown high initial sulfur utilization, with significant capacity fading
after 30 cycles.19,45–47
For example, Han et al.47 prepared a sulfur-multi-walled carbon nanotube (S-MWNT)
cathode composite via mechanical stirring with acetylene black. Their hypothesis was that the
pores created by the MWNT framework would aid in the retention of the polysulfide byproducts
of the Li/S redox mechanism. Their study evaluated the rate capability of the S-MWNT
composite at current densities ranging from 100 to 1600 mA/g. While increased retention was
shown relative to early studies on macroscopic Li/S composites, the capacity values achieved
were quite low (Table 5). In fact, only 29% S utilization was demonstrated on the first discharge
cycle at low current density (100 mA/g).
Ahn et al.44 prepared a sulfur-multi walled carbon nanotube (S-MWCNT) composite
using a direct precipitation method, in which acid treated MWCNTs were dispersed in 0.1 M
Na2S2O3 (sodium thiosulfate solution). The cathode composite showed high reversible capacity
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(~850 mAh g-1) through 30 cycles, with sulfur content up to 56 wt%. In contrast to the HCNF/S
composite, the SEM images of the S-MWCNT composite indicated that the tube diameter was
much larger than that of the as-received MWCNTs, implying that the sulfur precipitated on the
outside on the structure (Figure 8). Furthermore, the XRD pattern of the S-MWCNT composite
showed a slightly raised base line around 26°, which was attributed to the dispersion of
MWCNTs. This was suggested to indicate that a homogenous mixture had been produced by the
direct precipitation method.

(c)

Figure 8. SEM images of (a) as-received MWCNTs and (b) S-MWCNT composite. (c) XRD
patterns: a) S-MWCNT composite, b) MWCNTs and c) JCPDS 83-2283 sulfur.44
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Table 5. Comparison of a set of electrochemical performance data for carbon nanotube-sulfur
composites.
Composite

Active S
Content
(wt.)

Electrolyte

Current
Density

Initial Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g)

Cycle Stability
(mAh/g)

Coulombic
Efficiency

Source

S-MWCNT[a]

56%

1 M LiTF + 0.2 M
LiNO3 in
TEGDME/DOXL
(50:50 vol.%)

100 mA/g

1355

30th, 854

-

44

S-MWNT[b]

50%

1 M LiTFSI in
TEGDME

100 mA/g

485

60th, 275

-

47

DCNT/S[c]

40%

1 M LITFSI in
TEGDME

200 mA/g

1470

100th, 595

82%

46

Sulfur-multiwalled carbon nanotube [a,b]; disordered carbon nanotube [c].

2.1.3 Carbon Nanofibers (CNFs)
Improving upon these limitations, Zheng et al.43 developed a novel hollow carbon nanofibersulfur (HCNF/S) nanocomposite with exceptionally high sulfur content (75 wt%) that exhibited
high specific capacities (~700 mAh/g) through 150 cycles (Table 5). This feat was accomplished
by coating the insides of hollow carbon nanofibers with sulfur. The HCNF/S nanocomposite
also showed improved coulombic efficiency through use of an electrolyte additive, LiNO3.
Aurbach et al. determined that the presence of LiNO3 in solution resulted in direct reduction to
form surface LixNOy species, and oxidation of sulfur species to form LixSOy surface moieties,
that enhance Li passivation and diminish the reduction of polysulfide species in solution.48
Zheng et al. fabricated the HCNFs using anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) templates,
which facilitated sulfur infusion within the nanofibers. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman
spectroscopy were used to understand the final crystal structure of the composite (Figure 9).
The HCNF/S composite showed a weak (222) peak of orthorhombic sulfur at 23.05°, which
indicated that the sulfur within the HCNFs was poorly crystallized. In addition, the Raman
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spectra showed no sulfur peaks for the HCNF/S composite, indicating that sulfur was well
encapsulated within the hollow nanofibers.

(b)

(a)

Figure 9. Comparison of the XRD patterns for pristine sulfur and HCNF/S composite (a). Raman
spectra of the four samples tested: pure sulfur, carbon coated AAO template, HCNF/S, and pure
AAO template (b).43
Nevertheless, there are still reported cases of limited performance offered by the CNF-S
combination.49 Two notable approaches to improving cycle performance with CNFs include that
of Choi et al.19 and Rao et al.45 Choi and colleagues examined the performance behavior of
S/CNF composites as they altered the binder material between PEO and PVdF. Ultimately,
higher initial discharge capacity and more stable reversible capacities were observed when using
PVdF with CNFs (i.e., SPVAC composite). Similarly, Rao and colleagues examined three
binders: PEO, PVdF, and carboxy methyl cellulose (CMC) and styrene butadiene rubber (SBR).
Their results indicated that the behavior of S/CNF composites was optimized when used with
CMC+SBR binder, which showed better capacity retention, the least amount of charge transfer
impedance, and superior accommodation to the S volume changes during cycling due to the
elastomeric properties of CMC+SBR.
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Table 6. Comparison of a set of electrochemical performance data for carbon nanofiber-sulfur
composites.
Composite

Active S
Content
(wt.)

Electrolyte

Current
Density

Initial Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g)

Cycle Stability
(mAh/g)

Coulombic
Efficiency

Source

HCNF/S[a]

75%

1 M LiTFSI + 0.1 M
LiNO3 in DOXL/DME
(1:1)

334 mA/g

1560

150th, 700

99%

43

CNF-S[b]

42%

1M LiTFSI in
PYR14TFSI/PEGDME

167 mA/g

800

20th, 540

-

49

SPVAC[c]

60%

1 M LiTF in
TEGDME

100 mA/g

1191

40th, 450

-

19

CNF-S/CMC+SBR[d]

53%

1M LiTFSI in
PYR14TFSI/PEGDM
E

84 mA/g

1313

60th, 586

-

45

Hollow carbon nanofiber/sulfur [a]; carbon nanofiber-sulfur [b]; sulfur/PVdF/activated carbon [c]; carbon nanofibersulfur/carboxy methyl cellulose + styrene butadiene rubber [d].

2.1.4 Macro-, Meso- and Microporous Carbon
Most recently, mesoporous carbons have been thoroughly investigated in terms of their ability to
encapsulate sulfur’s redox products. IUPAC defines the pore sizes corresponding to macro-,
meso-, and microporous carbons as >50 nm, 2-50 nm, and >2 nm, respectively.11 Macroporous
carbons have shown to be the least effective in containing polysulfides due to their open
architecture.11 Fortunately, much success has come from research with mesoporous carbons.
In 2009, Ji et al.16 developed a Li/S cell using a mesoporous carbon (CMK-3) cathode
that achieved approximately 79% of sulfur’s theoretical capacity and suffered from minimal
capacity degradation. The mesopores acted as pits that the sulfur could seep into after proper
milling and heat treatment. The XRD pattern of the CMK-3/S composite after 155 °C heat
treatment indicated complete incorporation of crystalline sulfur within the framework due to the
disappearance of the sharp sulfur peaks observed prior to heating (Figure 10b). To further trap
the polysulfides within the mesoporous carbon, the composite was coated with polyethylene
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glycol (PEG), a high viscosity polymer that is anticipated to slow the diffusion of the
polysulfides. Figure 10a shows a schematic of how the sulfur was confined within the
mesoporous carbon. The structure is supported by CNTs, which further increases the amount of
inactive carbon material and the cost to produce such a composite. Nevertheless, the CMK-3/SPEG composite electrode contained nearly 60 wt% S, demonstrated a high initial discharge
capacity of 1320 mAh g-1, and retained approximately 83% of its initial capacity through 20
cycles (Table 7).

Figure 10. (a) A diagram of sulfur (yellow) confined by mesoporous carbon (CMK-3) and held
together by carbon nanofibers. (b) XRD pattern of a CMK-3/S before heating (i) and after
heating at 155 °C (ii).16
Various strategies have been taken to incorporate elemental sulfur into the mesoporous
carbon framework, including vapor-phase infusion50 and melt-diffusion.51 Additionally, polymer
coatings have been researched by solution mixing with mesoporous carbon to improve
polysulfide retention.52 Of these approaches, the vapor-phase infusion method has demonstrated
the best results. Not only was S content increased to nearly 65 wt%, but capacity retention
remained over 91% after 70 cycles.
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Table 7. Comparison of a set of electrochemical performance data for sulfur/mesoporous carbon
composites.
Composite

Active S
Content
(wt.)

Electrolyte

Current
Density

Initial Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g)

Cycle
Stability
(mAh/g)

Coulombic
Efficiency

Source

PHC@S[a]

64.75%

1 M LiTFSI in
TEGDME

167 mA/g

1160

70th, 1060

94%

50

CMK-3/S-PEG[b]

58.8%

1.2 M LiPF6 in
Ethyl Methyl
Sulfone

167 mA/g

1320

20th, 1100

-

16

PEDOT:PSS/CMK-3/S[c]

43%

1 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME
(1:1)

836 mA/g

1140

150th, 600

97%

52

BMC-1/S[d]

41%

1 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME
(1:1)

1675 mA/g

995

100th, 550

-

51

Porous hollow carbon/sulfur [a]; mesoporous carbon/S-polyethylene glycol [b]; poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiphene)poly(styrene sulfonate)/mesoporous carbon/sulfur [c]; bimodal mesoporous carbon/sulfur [d].

Elemental sulfur can exist in a highly dispersed state within the micropores of carbon
spheres via proper thermal treatment. Zhang et al.53 successfully constrained elemental sulfur
within microporous carbon, as indicated by the TEM images and XRD patterns shown in Figure
11. The S-MPCs (sulfur-microporous carbon sphere) composite exhibited stable cycling through
50 cycles, but as the sulfur content was increased beyond 41 wt%, the capacity stabilized at
increasingly lower values (Table 8). This was caused by the embedding of sulfur into the
micropores, which significantly decreased the surface area due to a strong adsorption and
retention of elemental S within the micropores.21
Xin et al.54 employed the use of the micropores in mesoporous carbon to confine
metastable small sulfur molecules (S2-4). This novel composite completely avoided the transition
between octasulfur and S42-, thereby eliminating the first voltage plateau and the corresponding
loss of ~400 mAh g-1 S. EDX analysis revealed that the resulting microporous carbon-sulfur
composite contained 40 wt% S. The composite showed nearly 100% S utilization on the first
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discharge, and demonstrated stable reversible capacity through 200 cycles. However, the
electrode was coupled with CNTs and contained only 32 wt% sulfur.
Liang et al.55 reported a carbon-sulfur nanocomposite based on hierarchically structured
micro-mesoporous carbon (MPC supported S/C). Figure 12 depicts the wet-impregnation
method employed to load sulfur solely into the microporous of the mesoporous carbon. The
micropores were used to contain elemental sulfur, while the mesopores facilitated Li-ion
diffusion and accommodated the polysulfides formed during cycling. The sulfur content was
varied between 11.7 wt% to 51.5 wt%, and as the content increased the cell performance
markedly decreased. Moreover, each cell was cycled at very high current density (2.5 A/g).
Liang et al.56 also reported success with ordered mesoporous carbon spheres (OMCs),
developing a Li/S battery based on all-solid-state PEO18LiTFSI-10wt%SiO2 electrolyte. The SOMCs contained 40 wt% S, and demonstrated high reversible capacities up to 800 mAh g-1
through 25 cycles (Table 8). This reflects a capacity retention of 65%, which was a drastic
improvement when compared to a pristine sulfur composite that demonstrated only 22% capacity
retention after 25 cycles.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 11. (i) A scheme of the constrained electrochemical reaction process inside the
microporous carbon cathode composite and (ii) TEM image of carbon spheres. (iii) XRD
patterns of sublimed sulfur (a), carbon spheres (b), and sulfur-carbon sphere composite with 42
wt% S (c).53
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A

Figure 12. Illustration of the S/C composite cathode material by using a bimodal porous carbon
as the support (A), and HRSEM image of MPC supported S/C with 18.7 wt% S (B).55

Table 8. Comparison of a set of electrochemical performance data for sulfur/microporous carbon
composites.
Composite

Active S
Content (wt.)

Current
Density

Initial Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g)

Cycle Stability
(mAh/g)

Coulombic
Efficiency

Source

Core-Shell
Carbon/S

67.7%

100 mA/g

1232.5

50th, 800

-

57

S-OMCs[a]

40%

167 mA/g

1265

25th, 800

-

56

S/CNT@MPCs[b]

32%

1 M LiPF6 in
EC/DMC (1:1)

167 mA/g

1670

200th, 1150

100%

18

S-MPCs[c]

29.4%

1 M LiPF6 in PCEC-DEC (1:4:5)

400 mA/g

1180

100th, 770

~100%

53

MPC supported
S/C[d]

18.7%

1 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME
(55:40)

2500
mA/g

1318

50th, 351

-

55

Electrolyte
1 M LiClO4 in
DEGDME/DOXL
(2:1)
PEO18LiTFSI–10
wt% SiO2 in
acetonitrile

Sulfur-ordered mesoporous carbon sphere [a]; sulfur/carbon nanotube/mesoporous carbon sphere [b]; sulfurmesoporous carbon sphere [c]; micro-mesoporous carbon supported carbon/sulfur [d].

2.1.5 Carbon Black
Carbon black is often referred to as acetylene black (AB), and there exists a material called
Super P, which is just a high purity carbon black material. Carbon black was one of the earliest
conductive additives to be used in a Li/S cell. In fact, many of the composites already discussed
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have included carbon black for additional conductivity. In 2003, Cheon et al.58 investigated the
rate capability and cycle characteristics of a Super-P/S cathode composite.

Their cathode

composite consisted of 56.7 wt% sulfur, showed an initial discharge capacity of 585 mAh g-1,
and retained over 88% of its initial capacity after 50 cycles (Table 9). Zhang et al.59 developed a
similar composite using acetylene black, but reduced the S content to 25 wt%. The only
improvement was an increase in initial capacity to 940 mAh g-1; however, poor capacity
retention and low sulfur content negated this benefit.
Taking a slightly different direction, Song et al.60 fabricated nanosized Mg0.6Ni0.4O
using a sol-gel method and used it as an additive in an AB/S composite. The novel composite
showed to improve both capacity and cyclic stability at room temperature (Table 9). Henriksen
et al.61 concluded that Mg0.6Ni0.4O has a catalytic effect of dissociating chemical bonds, and in
the case of the Li/S battery, the S-S single bond would be dissociated thus improving
performance.
Table 9. Comparison of a set of electrochemical performance data for carbon black/sulfur
composites.
Composite

Active S
Content (wt.)

Electrolyte

Current
Density

Initial Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g)

Cycle Stability
(mAh/g)

Coulombic
Efficiency

Source

Super-P/S

56.7%

0.5 M LiTF in
TEGDME

100 mA/g

585

50th, 518

-

58

S-AB

25%

1 M LiPF6 in PCEC-DEC (1:4:5)

40 mA/g

940

50th, 518

100%

59

S/AB/
Mg0.6Ni0.4O

20%

1 M LiTFSI in
PEGDME 500

167 mA/g

1185

50th, 1000

-

60

2.1.6 Conductive Polymer Coatings
For some time, researchers have also been developing novel conductive polymer materials for
Li/S cathode composites. Conductive polymer coatings have been successfully combined with
sulfur to improve cyclability and reduce polysulfide dissolution. Zhang et al.62 developed a
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polyaniline polysulfide (SPAn) polymer that was claimed to hold more sulfur than other
polymers. The polymer was prepared by a chemical deposition method, in which polyaniline
chloride (CPAn) was mixed with sodium sulfide (Na2S•9H2O) and sublimed sulfur. The SPAn
composite had a high initial discharge capacity of 980 mAh g-1 and a stable reversible capacity of
403 mAh g-1 S after 20 cycles (Table 10).
Coating the surface of sulfur with conductive polypyrrole (PPy) can accomplish two
goals: (1) improve conductivity and (2) act as a binder.

Sulfur-polypyrrole (S/PPy) was

synthesized via chemical deposition using sodium thiosulfate pentahydrate and pre-made
polypyrrole63. It was hypothesized that the PPy nanoparticles on the surface of sulfur aided in
the entrapment of polar polysulfide species. While the composite showed improved initial
capacity, capacity fade remained an issue (Table 10).
Qui et al.15 enhanced the performance of the polypyrrole composite by developing
poly(pyrrole-co-aniline) (PPyA) copolymer nanofibers via a chemical oxidation method with
cetyltrimethyl ammonium chloride (CTAC) as a template. The S/PPyA composite was then
prepared by heating the mixture at 160 °C for 24 hours. The SEM images in Figure 13 show that
the nanofibers of the S/PPyA composite were packed more closely and the pores between fibers
were smaller due to embedment with sulfur. The Raman spectra in Figure 13 indicates that the
composite contained both elemental sulfur and PPyA, while the XRD patterns of the S/PPyA
composite show wider S peaks with less intensity. The latter observation suggests that a fraction
of nano-sulfur obtained was dispersed while the excess sulfur formed back into crystalline sulfur.
Ultimately, the electrode composite demonstrated high sulfur content (52.5 wt%) and both high
initial and reversible capacities (Table 10).
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In Wu et al.’s research,64 sulfur powder was coupled with conductive polythiophene
(PTh) via in situ chemical oxidative polymerization of thiophene with chloroform as the solvent
and iron chloride as the oxidant. The PTh matrix was shown to enhance electrical conductivity
of the composite by reducing the particle-to-particle contact resistance, and increasing the
contact area between the electrode and electrolyte. The initial discharge capacity of the S-PTh
composite was 1168 mAh g-1 S, which was maintained at approximately 820 mAh g-1 S in the
50th cycle (Table 10). This was a marked improvement from the S/CB composite tested, which
fell from 1019 mAh g-1 S to 396 mAh g-1 S after 50 cycles.
Table 10. Comparison of a set of electrochemical performance data for polymer coated-sulfur
composites.
Composite

Active S
Content (wt.)

Electrolyte

Current
Density

Initial Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g)

Cycle Stability
(mAh/g)

Coulombic
Efficiency

Source

SPAn[a]

59%

1 M LiTF in
DOXL/DME (1:1)

334 mA/g

980

20th, 403

90%

62

S/PPyA[b]

52.5%

1 M LiTF in
DOXL/DME (1:1)

167 mA/g

1285

40th, 866

-

15

S-PTh[c]

40%

1 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME (1:1)

100 mA/g

1168

50th, 820

-

64

S-PPy[d]

31.8%

1.85 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME
(55:40)

836 mA/g

1010

50th, 518

-

63

Polyaniline polysulfide [a]; nano-sulfur/poly(pyrrole-co-aniline) [b]; sulfur-polythiophene [c]; sulfur-polypyrrole
[d].
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)
(i)
(i)
(ii)
(ii)
(iii)
(iii)

Figure 13. SEM images of bare PPyA powder (a) and S/PPyA composite (b). Raman spectra of
(i) sulfur, (ii) PPyA and (iii) S/PPyA (c). XRD pattern of (i) sulfur, (ii) PPyA and (iii) S/PPyA
(d).15
2.1.7 Graphene and Graphene Oxide
Much attention has begun to focus on the application of graphene – a vastly popular material
since its discovery in 200465 – in the Li/S battery. Graphene is a monatomic layer of sp2-bonded
carbon atoms densely packed in a distinct 2D hexagonal lattice. It is the basic building block for
all graphitic materials, as it can be staked into 3D graphite, rolled into 1D carbon nanotubes or
wrapped up into 0D fullerenes. Its unique material properties include high surface area (2600 m2
g-1), high intrinsic mobility (200,000 cm2/v s), superior electrical conductivity, chemical stability
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and a broad electrochemical window12. Additionally, a relatively inexpensive precursor material,
graphite oxide, offers potential for mass production of chemically reduced graphene (CRG).66 It
is important to clarify that graphene oxide (GO) refers to the exfoliated platelets of graphite
oxide, which still contain several functional groups including epoxides, carbonyls (=CO), and
hydroxyls (-OH). While these functional groups tend to diminish electronic conductivity, we
will discuss shortly how they play a significant role in the interaction with sulfur molecules and
the retention of polysulfides.
Wang et al.67 were the first to demonstrate the feasibility of coupling graphene
nanosheets with sulfur (S-GNS) in a cathode composite. Their synthesis approach involved a
two-step heat treatment of GNS and elemental sulfur in a weight ratio of 1:1.5. First, sulfur was
melted into the graphene layers at 200 °C, followed by further heat treatment at 300 °C to coat
any remaining vaporized sulfur onto the graphene. The resulting cathode composite consisted of
17.6 wt% S, 62.4 wt% GNS, 10 wt% carbon black and 10 wt% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF)
binder in N-methly-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) solvent. While discharge capacity was improved
compared with the pure sulfur electrode, sulfur content was minimal and capacity fade was still
evident. This is most likely the result of the high temperature heat treatment of the composite.
Simple heat treatment alone will not establish the necessary bonds between sulfur and carbon to
form a stable composite. While sulfur is known to interact strongly with carbon, this mechanism
alone is not enough to prevent polysulfides from readily diffusing from the graphene
structure.38,48,68
Improving upon this extremely low sulfur loading problem, Cao et al.69 prepared
functionalized graphene sheets (FGS) by a thermal expansion of graphite oxide. These FGS
were added to a mixture of sulfur and carbon disulfide, and later heated at 155 °C under nitrogen
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gas. This heat treatment served to lower the viscosity of sulfur and thereby increase sulfur
loading and distribution on the surface of graphene through capillary action. To further reduce
the migration of dissolved polysulfide anions, The FGS/S nanocomposite was coated with a thin
layer of Nafion film. The observed morphologies of the FGS/S composite before (Figure 14a)
and after Nafion coating (Figure 14b) reveal a slightly smaller particle size with the Nafion
coating. This is most likely due to additional stirring during the coating process rather than some
effect by the coating itself. The XRD pattern of the FGS/S/Nafion composite is similar to that of
sulfur, with reduced peak intensity (Figure 14c). The FGS/S/Nafion composite electrode
achieved a sulfur content of 57.5 wt%, and increased capacity retention to 81% through 50
cycles.
Additional performance improvements were made by Zhang et al.70 and Park et al.71
Zhang uniformly mixed S and graphene in a 5:1 ratio, ultrasonicated the mixture, lyophilized
(freeze dried) the mixture, and then heated the mixture at 150 °C for 4 hours (melt S) and 300 °C
for 2 hours (vaporize S). The resulting S/GNS composite showed over 95% S utilization upon
first discharge, and maintained 42% of this capacity through 80 cycles. Park took a chemical
deposition approach, in which sulfuric acid was added dropwise to HF-treated graphene to begin
precipitation of S. Then, sodium thiosulfate was added in the presence of Triton X-100
surfactant, which worked to regrow sulfur nanoparticles onto the graphene surface (Figure 15).
The resulting S-graphene composite showed 74% S utilization upon first discharge, and
maintained 66% of this capacity through 50 cycles.
Just recently, Lin et al. 72 reported a high rate S/graphene sheet composite affording high
initial discharge capacity and minimal capacity degradation through 100 cycles (at 1 C = 1676
mA/g). Their composite was prepared by impregnating aggregated graphene sheets with melted
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sulfur. Based the principles of basic chemistry, the chemical interaction between S and graphene
is stronger than the van der Waals force between adjacent π-π stacked graphene layers or
between two S molecules. Thus, S is capable of assisting the exfoliation of graphite layers by
sticking to the surface and edges of graphite. A schematic of this exfoliation process is shown in
Figure 16. The resulting composite performed favorably at varying C-rates, but further
improvement is still necessary to reduce capacity fading.

(C)

Figure 14. SEM images of the uncoated FGS/S nanocomposite (a) and the Nafion-coated FGS/S
nanocomposite (b). XRD patterns of elemental sulfur (blue) and the FGS/S nanocomposite
(red).69
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Figure 15. Schematic of heterogeneous crystal growth mechanisms of S particles in interior
space between randomly dispersed graphene sheets by a precipitation method.71

Figure 16. Schematic illustration of the evolving process from graphite to graphene-intercalated
sulfur.72
Sulfur was successfully immobilized on quasi-two-dimensional graphene oxides for Li/S
cells by Ji et al. (Fig 19a).73 As aforementioned, the remaining functional groups on graphene
oxide enhance the binding of S to the C-C bond. Moreover, the reaction between sulfur and GO
is a synergistic one. While GO accommodates the volume changes of S as it is converted to Li2S
on discharge and back to elemental S on recharge, S partially reduces GO (particularly the
oxygen groups) thereby restoring electronic conductivity and creating ubiquitous cavities that
establish intimate electronic contact with S.73 Using this advantage, Ji et al. successfully created
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a GO/S composite electrode with 46.2 wt% S showing a capacity fade of only 100 mAh g-1
through 50 cycles, indicating great capacity retention and electrochemical stability (Table 11).
Figure 17a shows the SEM image of the as-prepared GO/S nanocomposite after heat treatment at
155 °C for 12 hours; a highly developed porous structure is clearly observed. Figure 17b shows
the XRD patterns of the GO/S nanocomposite before and after heat treatment. While is it shown
that increasing temperature results in some S loss, the treatment is necessary in order to melt and
uniformly disperse S.
A year later, this same research group reported on the electronic structure and chemical
bonding of the GO/S nanocomposite.74 Figure 17c shows the Raman spectra, in which obvious
changes are observed between pure GO and the GO/S nanocomposite, implying that some
reactions have occurred between the GO and S during synthesis. The peaks centered around 748
and 1040 cm-1 represent C-S and O-S bands, respectively. In addition, strong C-H stretches
appear around 1260 and 1440 cm-1 that can be attributed to the reduction of the GO during the
synthesis process. The small shoulder around 1522 cm-1 is attributed to amorphous carbon (αC). Finally, although the D and G bands are suppressed due to the presence of strong C-H
bonds, they are still observed indicating that the basic GO structure was preserved.
Wang et al.10 coupled a mildly reduced graphene oxide (mGO) with sulfur using carbon
black nanoparticles and Triton X-100 (a surfactant with a PEG chain). The polyethylene glycol
(PEG) surfactant served to limit the sulfur particle size during synthesis, trap polysulfides during
cycling, and accommodate volume changes during charge/discharge. The resulting composite
showed high and stable specific capacities of 600 mAh/g S through over 100 cycles, and
contained between 36-46 wt% S. The mGO/S composite initially contained ~70 wt% sulfur, but
upon coin cell fabrication the electrode was heated at 140 °C resulting in the removal of ~1041

20% sulfur. The S content was further reduced by the addition of 10% binder and 10% carbon
black, resulting in only 36-46 wt% S in the final cathode composite.

(b)

(c)

Figure 17. (a) SEM image of the GO/S nanocomposite after heat treatment at 155°C. (b) XRD
patterns of GO/S nanocomposites before (black) and after heat treatment at 155 °C (red) and 160
°C (blue).73 (c) Raman spectra of GO and GO-S nanocomposite.74
Li et al.75 prepared a thermally exfoliated graphene nanosheet (TG)-sulfur nanocomposite
that was further coated with reduced graphene oxide (RGO) to contain the polysulfides during
cycling (Figure 18). Thermal analysis revealed that the sulfur content was 63% for the RGOTG-S nanocomposite, but this was reduced to 44.1% during electrode preparation. Further
performance analysis revealed that the RGO coating improved capacity retention from 54.9% to
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71.9% over 100 cycles. This result was not achieved using TG alone, thus it was concluded that
the RGO coating layer effectively restrained the polysulfide shuttle loss.

(a)

Figure 18. (a) Schematic of the RGO-TG-S nanocomposite in comparison with the TG-S
nanocomposite, showing the effective confinement of polysulfides. SEM images of TG (b), TGS (c), and RGO-TG-S nanocomposite (d).75
Sun et al.76 reported a sulfur-reduced graphene oxide (SGC) composite capable of
delivering a reversible capacity as high as 804 mAh g-1 through 80 cycles. The fabrication
process for the SGC composite was unique in that GO was simultaneously reduced to form
sulfur-modified graphene oxide (GS) while sulfide was oxidized to form the sulfur on GS. This
was accomplished using a one-pot wet chemical reaction.
Taking a different synthesis approach, Zhang et al.77 developed a novel S@rGO
composite material with a saccule-like structure using an oil in water (O/W) system. First, oilphase containing sulfur in carbon disulfide was added dropwise into an aqueous GO solution
under sonication. Following complete evaporation of carbon disulfide, GO was chemically
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reduced to rGO using hydrazine hydrate (N2H4•H2O). After stirring at room temperature for 12
hours, the S@rGO composite was collected by consecutive centrifugation/washing cycles as well
as lyophilization. The resulting composite showed remarkable performance at high current
density (1C), with an initial discharge capacity of 725 mAh g-1 S and only 14% capacity fade
after 60 cycles. Moreover, the discharge capacity remains relatively unchanged at current rates
of 2C, 3C and 4C.
Finally, Evers et al.78 fabricated a graphene sulfur composite (GSC) via in situ oxidation
of polysulfides with acid in the presence of exfoliated graphene oxide. The resulting electrode
composite attained the highest reported value of sulfur content at 78.3 wt% S while
simultaneously achieving decent capacity values. At a current density of 334 mA/g, the
composite demonstrated an initial discharge capacity of 705 mAh g-1 and nearly 70% capacity
retention through 50 cycles.
Table 11. Comparison of a set of electrochemical performance data for graphene/sulfur
composites and graphene oxide/sulfur composites.
Active S
Content (wt.)

Electrolyte

Current
density

Initial Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g)

Cycle
Stability
(mAh/g)

Coulombic
Efficiency

Source

S-graphene

66.6%

1 M LiTFSI + 0.1 M
LiNO3 in
TEGDME/DOXL
(1:1)

167 mA/g

1237

50th, 812

98%

71

S/graphene sheets

65.7%

1 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME (1:1)

1675 mA/g

850

100th, 613

96.1%

72

FGS/S/Nafion[a]

57.4%

1 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME (1:1)

167 mA/g

923

50th, 750

-

69

S/GNS

50%

1 M LiPF6 in EC/DMC
(1:1)

160 mA/g

1598

80th, 670

-

70

S-GNS

17.6%

1 M LiTFSI in
PEGDME

50 mA/g

1611

40th, 539

-

67

GSC[b]

78.3%

1 M LiTFSI in
TEGDME/DOXL
(1:1)

334 mA/g

705

50th, 492

93%

78

Composite
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S@rGO[c]

52%

1 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME (1:1)

1675 mA/g

725

60th, 622

95%

77

SGC[d]

50.9%

1 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME (1:1)

312 mA/g

1267

80th, 804

~100%

76

RGO-TG-S[e]

44.1%

1 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME (1:1)

167 mA/g

1588

100th, 928

~100%

75

GO/S[f]

46.2%

1M LiTFSI in
PYR14TFSI/PEGDME

167 mA/g

1000

100th, 798

96.7%

73

mGO/PEG/S[g]

36-46%

1 M LiTFSI in
DOXL/DME (1:1)

334 mA/g

960

100th, 520

-

10

Functionalized graphene sheet/sulfur/nafion [a]; Graphene sulfur composite [b]; sulfur/reduced graphene oxide [c];
sulfur-reduced graphene oxide composite [d]; reduced graphene oxide-thermally exfoliated graphene nanosheetssulfur [e]; graphene oxide/sulfur [f]; mildly oxidized graphene oxide/polyethylene glycol/sulfur [g].

All of the approaches discussed present unique advantages to improving the performance
of the Li/S battery. Ultimately, the best solution to increasing lithium battery energy density will
be the most cost effective solution, as the cost of current Li-ion battery technologies is
significant. Because of this, further research into the use of graphene oxide (GO) as a conductive
additive in the sulfur cathode is warranted. GO can be synthesized via a low-cost, chemical
reaction using graphite, sulfuric acid and an oxidant. This process can easily be scaled, thereby
maintaining low manufacturing cost alongside the low cost of sulfur. The same cannot be said
for the carbon nanofiber, mesoporous carbon and activated carbon (particularly the fiber cloth
aforementioned) materials reviewed, since their fabrication cost is often high and only applicable
at the laboratory scale.
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3. CHARACTERISTICS OF MECHANICALLY MIXED GRAPHENE OXIDE/SULFUR
COMPOSITES AS CATHODE MATERIALS IN LI/S BATERIES
3.1 Synthesis of Graphene Oxide (GO)
Hummers method is the most popular, low-cost, and feasible for mass production of graphene
oxide powders. In principle, this approach involves three distinct sequential procedures:
oxidation/intercalation, exfoliation, and separation. Firstly, natural graphite is treated with an
intercalant (sulfuric acid) and an oxidant (potassium permanganate) to obtain a graphite
intercalation compound (GIC). The obtained GIC is then subjected to exfoliation resulting in
graphene oxide (GO) platelets. After rinsing, filtering, and drying, GO powder is obtained.
In this research, a modified Hummers method was employed for the synthesis of
graphene oxide. Specifically, H2SO4 (100 mL) was added to a mixture of graphite powder (2.0
g) and NaNO3 (2.0 g), then the mixture was stirred for several minutes until homogeneous.
KMnO4 (12.0 g) was added one small amount at a time in order to avoid a volatile reaction. The
oxidation process was allowed to proceed at room temperature for 72 hours, after which time the
mixture turned light purple in color and became very viscous (Figure 19, 1). The mixture was
diluted to 1L with distilled water and left to stir until homogenous. Once sufficiently mixed,
30% H2O2 (10mL) was slowly added to cease the oxidation process by quenching excess
KMnO4. The mixture was then heated at 150 °C until the synthesis of GO (Figure 19, 4). After
cooling to room temperature, the GO suspension was washed with distilled water while filtering
it through a glass sintered funnel (medium porosity, 10-16 μm). Distilled water was
continuously fed through the filter until the decantate was neutralized, at which point the sample
was washed twice with 5% HCl solution and then repeatedly with distilled water. The GO
suspension was heated at 150 °C to evaporate a majority of the remaining water before further
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heating. Finally, the oxygen functional groups on the GO nanosheets were thermally reduced by
heating the sample at 250 °C for 6 hours.

Figure 19. Qualitative changes observed during the synthesis of GO: (1) Purple suspension after
harsh oxidation with KMnO4, (2) yellow suspension after addition to H2O2 to cease oxidation
process, (3) brown suspension indicative of formation of graphite oxide, and (4) black
suspension indicative of graphite oxide to GO transition.

3.2 Preparation of Mechanical Mixed Graphene Oxide/Sulfur Composite Cathode
GO/S composite powders were obtained by mechanically mixing (i.e., mortar and pestle) for
15min, which are hereafter abbreviated as MGO/S. The sulfur content in the mechanically
mixed (MGO/S) composites was varied from 22-78 wt%. For the following electrochemical
characterizations, slurries were prepared in anhydrous N-methyl-2-pyrolidinone (NMP) by
mixing the MGO/S composite with a 5 wt% poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVdF) solution in a
weight ratio of 90:10. The resulting samples with PVdF binder were denoted as MGO/S2 to
MGO/S7 with increasing sulfur content of 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 wt% (Table 12). The
slurries were applied to aluminum current collectors by doctor blade coating, and dried at 50 °C
under vacuum for 12 h. The dried films were cut into ⌀10 mm electrode cells and weighed
before being transferred into an argon-filled glovebox for assembly.
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Table 12. Compositions of MGO/S electrodes.
Electrode
MGO/S2
MGO/S3
MGO/S4
MGO/S5
MGO/S6
MGO/S7

Composition without PVdF
22 wt% S + 78 wt% GO
33 wt% S + 67 wt% GO
44 wt% S + 56 wt% GO
56 wt% S + 44 wt% GO
67 wt% S + 33 wt% GO
78 wt% S + 22 wt% GO

Composition with PVdF
20 wt% S + 70 wt% GO + 10 wt% PVdF
30 wt% S + 60 wt% GO + 10 wt% PVdF
40 wt% S + 50 wt% GO + 10 wt% PVdF
50 wt% S + 40 wt% GO + 10 wt% PVdF
60 wt% S + 30 wt% GO + 10 wt% PVdF
70 wt% S + 20 wt% GO + 10 wt% PVdF

3.3 Preparation of Li//MGOS Cells for Electrochemical Characterizations
The Swagelok cells (Figure 20) were assembled by using the MGO/S composite as the cathode, a
lithium foil as the anode, and two polypropylene separators (⌀15 mm and 25 μm thickness)
soaked with an organic electrolyte. The three kinds of organic electrolytes tested were solutions
of 1) 0.5 M lithium trifluoromethanesulfonate (LiTF) in tetra(ethylene glycol) dimethyl ether
(TEGDME) and 1, 3-dioxolane (DOXL) (50:50), 2) 1 M LiTF in TEGDME, and 3) 1 M lithium
perchlorate (LiClO4) in TEGDME. The cathode, separator, and anode were pressed by a metallic
spacer to ensure tight contact. On average, the cells contained 0.19 mg, 0.36 mg, 0.52 mg, 0.70
mg, 0.78 mg and 1.4 mg of sulfur for MGO/S2 to MGO/S7, respectively. The charge-discharge
performances of the cells were tested

on

a LAND CT-2001A battery-testing instrument

(Wuhan, China). The charge-discharge current rate was held constant at 0.05 mA between 1.5
and 3 V at ambient temperature. The specific capacity was calculated on the basis of active
sulfur material to assess sulfur utilization.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 20. Assembled Swagelok cell (a), and individual components the Swagelok cell (b).
3.4 Preparation of Li//GO Cells for Electrochemical Characterizations
To evaluate the electrochemical performance of the GO powder used in the cathode composites,
anode cells were assembled and tested accordingly. GO powder was mixed with a 5 wt%
poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVdF) solution in a weight ratio of 90:10. The mixture was prepared
as a slurry in anhydrous N-methyl-2-pyrolidinone (NMP) and spread onto copper foil by using a
doctor-blade technique. The electrode was dried under vacuum at 110 °C for 12 h. The dried
films were cut into ⌀10 mm electrode cells and transferred into an argon-filled glovebox for
assembly. The batteries were assembled as Swagelok cells using the GO composite anode, a
lithium foil counter electrode, two polypropylene separators (⌀15 mm and 25 μm thickness), and
an organic electrolyte. In this case, the organic electrolyte was 1 M lithium hexafluorophosphate
(LiPF6) in ethylene carbonate (EC) and diethyl carbonate (DEC). The cells contained 0.9 mg
active GO material, on average. The charge-discharge performance of the GO cells was tested at
a current rate of 0.05 mA between 0.01 and 3 V at ambient temperature. This same procedure
was used to fabricate a graphite electrode for further comparison.
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3.5 Structural, Morphological, and Compositional Characterizations of GO and MGOS
The material products were characterized by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD, MD-10) with Cu
Kα radiation (λ=1.5418Å). The XRD data were collected between scattering angles (2θ) of 1872°. A scanning electron microscope (SEM, Topcon) was used to observe microstructural and
morphological differences among the specimens. Raman spectra of graphite and GO samples
were obtained with a confocal scanning Raman microscope (LabRamHR 800, Hobira, Inc.) with
a laser wavelength of 632.8 nm and a spot size of 1 μm. The Si peak at 520 cm-1 was used as a
reference to calibrate the wavenumber. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed via a
2050 Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TA Instruments) in ambient atmosphere to determine the
changes in sample weight with increasing temperature, and to verify the amount of sulfur in the
sample. The temperature ramps from room temperature to 700 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min. The
thermal stability of the sulfur electrode was examined by means of DSC (2010 Differential
Scanning Calorimeter, TA Instruments). The DSC pan was sealed in ambient atmosphere. For
DSC analysis, the temperature range is set from room temperature to 200 °C at a ramping rate of
5 °C/min.
3.6 Results and Discussion
3.6.1 Morphological and Structural Characteristics of GO
The morphologies of graphite and GO were investigated through SEM images shown in Figure
21. Graphite exhibited large, thick flake structures, whereas the resulting GO powder showed
the characteristic wave-like, corrugated morphology intrinsically associated with graphene.65,66
With the SEM images at this resolution, it can be observed that some geometrical features – such
as edges, roughness, and thickness – of the GO sheets have changed with respect to that of the
precursor graphite. The GO nanosheets are much thinner, curling and entangled (Figure 21b),
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which is possibly due to their high charge and surface area. This unique microsctruture could
provide more spaces for lithium ion storage.

In further contrast, the as-synthesized GO

nanosheets were qualitatively observed to be exfoliated as the volume of the powder increased
(for the same weight), implying significant increase of surface areas, consistent with the SEM
observation. High resolution TEM images would be required to distinguish the formation of
individual GO sheets.

(a)

(b)

Figure 21. SEM images of graphite (a) and GO nanosheets (b).
Structural changes resulting from the chemical oxidation process to form GO nanosheets
were characterized by Raman spectroscopy (one point measurement), as shown in Figure 22. In
the Raman spectrum of GO, both the D band (non-existent in pure graphite) and G band were
broadened and shifted to 1335 cm-1 and 1602 cm-1, respectively. It is well documented that the
D band response originating from the edges can be attributed to either defects or to the
breakdown of structural symmetry, while the G band corresponds to the first-order scattering of
the E2g mode of sp2 domain graphite.79 The intensity ratio of the D band to the G band indicates
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the amount of disorder in graphitic materials.

While the one point measurement is not

representative of the entire sample, the resulting the D/G intensity ratio (ID/IG) was 1.15 for GO,
nearly twice that of graphite (ID/IG =0.61). This suggests that the extensive oxidation, exfoliation
and thermal reduction of graphite to produce GO induced a decrease in the size of in-plane sp2
domains, an increase in the amount of exfoliated planes, and an increase in the disordered
arrangement of the GO nanosheets.79

Figure 22. Raman spectra (D and G bands) of graphite and GO nanosheets (one point
measurements).
XRD patterns of graphite and GO nanosheets are presented in Figure 23. Graphite
exhibited peaks at scattering angles of 26.6°, 44.7° and 54.9°, which correspond to the (002),
(101), and (004) planes of the graphitic structure of carbon. The d-spacing between adjacent
lattice planes was 3.35 Å, which is typical for graphite. The characteristic peaks essentially
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disappeared after oxidation and exfoliation, indicating the transition from 3D short-range order
stacked sheets to 2D disordered graphene nanosheets. For the GO case, there exists a small and
broad diffraction peak around 24.46° corresponding to a d-spacing of 3.63 Å, which originated
from graphite oxide due to incomplete exfoliation or restacking, which were also observed in the
SEM images. The increased interlayer distance of graphite oxide could be attributed to oxygencontaining functional groups, such as hydroxyl, epoxy and carboxyl, or other structural defects.79

Figure 23. XRD patterns for graphite and GO nanosheets.
3.6.2 Compositional, Morphological and Structural Analyses of MGO/S
In this research, TGA was used to determine the composition of sulfur in the MGO/S composite.
Figure 24a shows the TGA profiles of S, GO and a representative MGO/S specimen, e.g.
MGO/S3, obtained from room temperature to 700 °C under ambient air conditions. The TGA
curve of pristine S shows significant weight loss in the 160-250 °C temperature region, which is
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associated with the vaporization of sulfur. It is probable that the weight loss occuring between
240-460 °C is the result of combustion of the remaining S under ambient air conditions It is seen
that above 500°C, there is only 3.5% of remainant left. The GO TGA curve reveals that the
graphene oxide started to be burnt-off at 350 °C, followed by the rapid combustion of carbon at
high temperatures in ambient air. Again, a majority of GO was burnt-off above 500°C with only
3.1% of remainant left.
For the MGO/S3 composite sample, there are two major weight loss stages observed in
the TGA curve. The first stage of abrupt loss occuring in the temperature region of 120-250 °C
refelcts sulfur evaporation, and a corresponding weight loss of approximately 36 wt%. The
second stage reflects the continuative and steady weight loss of carbon, which was estimated to
be 55 wt%, with an additional 3 wt% attributed to residual matter. It is noteworthy that the
carbon in the MGO/S3 composite completely burnt-off at a higher temperature than seen in the
GO composite (520 °C vs. 450 °C), suggesting that the sulfur within the composite had stabilized
the carbon to some extent. TGA analyses determined that the sulfur composition in the MGO/S
specimen was 36 wt%, which was in agreement with the nominal compostion (33 wt%) of the
sample in preparation.
The DSC curves for pristine S, GO, and the MGO/S3 composite are presented in Figure
24b. The DSC curve for GO indicated good stability throughout the temperature range of
interest. Pristine S has two endothermic peaks at 113.3 °C and 119.7 °C. The first peak
corresponds to either the solid phase transformation from orthorhombic (α-S) to monoclinic (βS) or the α-S phase melting, while the second peak represents the transformation from solid to
liquid state (β-S melting). The pristine S peaks are relatively sharp and resolved, whereas for
MGO/S3 the two peaks have reduced in intensity and the second peak has shifted approximately
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2 degrees lower (117.8 °C). The reduced intensity of the phase transformation peak correlates
linearly with the reduced amount of sulfur in the composite. Calculating the ratio between the
intensity of the first peak of S and MGO/S yields a sulfur content approximation of 37 wt%,
which is in agreement with the TGA calculation. The two degree shift of the liquidation peak of
S in the composite might be correlated with the reduction of S particle size.
(b)

(a)

Figure 24. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curves of pristine S, GO, and MGO/S3 composite
(a). The TGA curve of the MGO/S3 composite is marked by two stages: I- decomposition of S,
and II-combustion of carbon. Changes in DSC curves of pristine S, GO, and MGO/S3 composite
(b).
Figure 25 compares the XRD patterns for pristine S and the MGO/S3 composite. The
elemental sulfur exists in the orthorhombic phase (α-S) (phase group fddd). No traces of
impurities were found within the dectection limit of the instrument. The characteristic α-S peaks
were clearly observed in the MGO/S3 composite. This indicates that S exists freely throughout
the composite, as opposed to being chemically interacted with the GO structure. The broad
diffraction peak in the range of 20-28° corresponds to incomplete exfoliation of GO or
restacking. The base line of the XRD peaks around 25° was raised, indicating a coexistence of
sulfur and GO.
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Figure 25. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of pristine S and MGO/S3.
For comparison, SEM images of sulfur powder before and after mechanical grinding
treatment are displayed in Figure 26. The present mechanical grind condition reduced the sulfur
particle size from 100-350 μm to 2-15 μm agglomerates (Figure 26). It is worth noting that the
agglomerates are made of sulfur submicro-sized fine sulfur flakes. Apparently, mechanically
mixing significantly reduced particle size and increased surface area of sulfur. It was previously
reported that mechanical grinding improved sulfur utilization.80 These SEM images provide
some insight as the reduced particle sizes and increased surface area would allow for intimate
contact with the carbon conductive additive. Figure 27 shows the SEM images of pure GO
nanosheet powders and MGO/S.

The surface morphology is observed to be altered after

mechanical mixing with sulfur. Particularly, the pure GO nanosheets are curled and have smooth
surfaces, whereas the MGO/S surfaces are covered with scattered amounts of sulfur particle
agglomerates. In the presence of GO nanosheets, sulfur particles were better dispersed around
the GO with less self-agglomeration.
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Figure 26. SEM images of colloidal sulfur powder (a) and sulfur powder ground for 15 min with
mortar and pestle (b).

Figure 27. SEM images of GO (a) and MGO/S3 (b).
Through SEM observation alone, however, it is difficult to discern exactly which regions
contain sulfur. This is because the mechanical grinding of sulfur results in flaky sulfur particles,
which have similar morphology to that of the GO nanosheets. In order to determine exactly
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which regions of the composite contained S, and how well the S had been distributed throughout
the composite, it was necessary to perform in-situ EDX mapping and microanalysis.
The morphological imaging was combined with elemental mapping (C and S) with the
help of EDX in Figure 28. The dark regions shown in the C and S mapping images likley
correspond to regions of aggreated sulfur particles and carbon. S particle aggregation would
increase the resistance within the composite due to the loss of electrical contact, resulting in
rapid capacity fade.

Further, these EDX mapping images strongly suggest that the sulfur

particles existed on the surface of the graphene oxide nanosheets as a result of mechanical
mixing. Thus, it is probable that the MGO/S3 composite’s only means of preventing polysulfide
dissolution was the binding forces established between sulfur and carbon, and the interaction
between sulfur and GO’s reactive functional groups.

These mechanisms alone are likely

insufficient in eliminating the capacity fade associated with polysulfide dissolution in liquid
electrolyte.
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Figure 28. SEM image (a) and EDX mapping of carbon (b) and sulfur (c) in MGO/S3
composite.
Figure 29 shows another area of the MGO/S3 composite taken by SEM, in which 14
separate points were analyzed via EDX to determine C and S composition (±5% error). Clearly,
the S distribution is scattered with values ranging from 4 to 19 wt% S. This is not in agreement
with the TGA results, which indicated that the composite was comprised of approximately 36
wt% S. This does not negate the conclusion that the MGO/S3 composite contained 36 wt% S,
but rather suggests that the S was not homogeneously dispersed throughout the sample. This
poor distribution will adversely effect the performance of the mechanically mixed composites,
but establishing benchmarks according to these samples’ performances will be important in our
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ability to gauge improvements brought on by the chemical approach used to synthesize GO/S
nanoscomposites later in this thesis.

pt1
pt2
pt3
pt4
pt5
pt6
pt7
pt8
pt9
pt10
pt11
pt12
pt13
pt14

Weight %
C
S
83.65
3.59
82.05
5.53
82.56
4.62
75.08
14.57
84.88
8.09
71.13
19.27
61.65
13.91
79.8
12.43
82.66
6.63
88.05
5.29
83.63
4.78
79.07
8.27
75.33
14.69
82.55
4.02

Figure 29. EDX composition summary of 14 points analyzed in MGO/S3 composite
3.6.3 Electrochemical Characteristics of GO
Figure 30 shows the voltage profile of a typical GO electrode compared with that of
graphite. For the graphite case, a long plateau is observed between 0.2 and 0 V during discharge.
It is within this voltage range that graphite delivers most of its usable capacity. This behavior is
indicative of a two-phase insertion reaction, in which graphite undergoes an ion-displacement
transition that separates a phase rich in the working ion from one that is poor in the working ion.
Within the two-phase region, the output voltage V of the cell is independent of the state of
charge (SOC) (i.e., the fraction of the full-charge chemical energy existing in a partially charged
cell). In this manner, lithium is stored slowly within the 3D stacked layers. In contrast, the
voltage profile of the GO nanosheets showed large discharge/charge voltage hysteresis, high
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irreversible capacity, and no distinguishable plateaus. Although the lithium storage mechanism
of graphene is not yet clear, the sloping behavior of the voltage profile may suggest a gradual
migration of lithium on the surface and defects of GO with no intercalation phase transformation.
The featureless response of the GO electrode over the broad potential range is characteristic of a
single-phase solid-solution reaction, and could be attributed to the numerous lithium intercalation
sites made available by the GO nanosheets.
For the GO case, the capacity below 0.5 V is attributed to lithium binding to the basal
plane of the GO nanosheets, while the capacity above 0.5 V corresponds to the faradaic
capacitance on the surface/edge sites of the GO nanosheets.81 It should be emphasized that the
GO electrode exhibited a very broad electrochemical window (0.01-3.0 V) as a function of
lithium capacity and large voltage hysteresis between discharge and charge voltage cycles. This
behavior is quite different from graphite, and more similar to disordered carbons.82 While the
GO electrode clearly shows stable, high capacity performance, the associated large voltage
hysteresis and initial irreversible capacity would be a significant disadvantage for their use in
commercial batteries. In a battery, the cell voltage is the potential difference between the
positive and negative electrodes. The negative electrode therefore has a significant influence on
the open circuit voltage-state-of-charge (OCV-SOC) behavior of a battery. This is especially
true when the potential of the positive electrode is insensitive to SOC, which is most often the
case.
The graphite electrode delivered an initial discharge capacity (irreversible) of 494 mAh g1

, which stabilized around 350 mAh g-1 during the following 9 cycles. In contrast, the GO

electrode delivered an initial discharge capacity of 1196 mAh g-1, with an average reversible
capacity of 720 mAh g-1 through the next 9 cycles. The large irreversible capacity during initial
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discharge of the GO electrode could be attributed to decomposition of the electrolyte and
formation of the SEI layer, both occurring within the nanocavities/defects of the GO nanosheet’s
surface. The stable reversible capacity of the GO electrode is approximately two times higher
than the theoretical specific capacity of graphite (372 mAh g-1), which is ascribed to lithium
storage on both sides of the GO nanosheet’s surface as well as in the abundant micropores and/or
defects of GO. The abundance of active sites, such as edge-type sites and nanocavities, for
lithium storage is evidenced by the highly porous and curled morphology of the as-prepared GO
nanosheets (Figure 21b).
For the purpose of later discussions, it is worth noting that there is no lithiation of the
carbon structures (both graphite and GO) in the 1.5-3 V potential range. Thus, when these
materials are used as conductive additives for sulfur, which stores lithium in the 1.5-3 V
potential range, there is no effect aside from increasing conductivity. Even though the charge
profile of GO indicates some lithium storage within the 1.5-3 V range, this storage is dependent
on the discharge of GO below 1.5 V. Thus, it can be known with certainty that only the active
sulfur material participates in lithiation within a C-S composite, and that the carbon additive only
contributes to conductivity.
Figure 30c shows the cycling stability of the graphite and GO electrodes, with a
significantly higher discharge:charge ratio ascribed to the GO composite. This translates into
above average coulombic efficiency for the GO electrode, which could be related to the
enhanced lithium storage capabilities afforded by GO’s reactive functional groups (i.e., epoxy,
hydroxyl, carboxyl). It is likely that this behavior would stabilize upon further cycling, resulting
in more average coulombic efficiencies, albeit at lower capacity values (e.g., 600 mAh g-1) due
to the loss of lithium within the SEI layer. This result corroborates well with a recent report by
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Fu et al.79, which found that reversible discharge capacities around 600 mAh g-1 were maintained
through 50 cycles after similarly high initial irreversible capacities. The high performance
characteristics of GO make it an attractive composite material for LIBs, despite the fact that a
GO based anode would result in less than desirable battery performance due to SOC sensitivity.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 30. Charge-discharge profiles graphite (a) and GO (b). Cyclic performance of graphite
and GO (c).
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3.6.4 Electrochemical Characteristics of MGO/S2 Composite in Different Electrolytes
Figure 31a shows the galvanostatic discharge-charge voltage profile of a MGO/S2 composite
cycled at 0.05 mA with 0.5 M LiTF in TEGDME/DOXL (50:50) electrolyte. This is the only
composite shown using this electrolyte due to the characteristic poor performance produced by
the electrolyte combination. During the initial discharge process, MGO/S2 exhibited a discharge
capacity of 771 mAh g-1 S. However, the initial charging process brought about significant
sulfur dissolution and an abnormally high charge capacity of 2121 mAh g-1 S.
Ideally, the low-order polysulfides (Sh-x2-) are directly oxidized to elemental sulfur during
the charging process.

All too often, though, the high-order polysulfides (Sh2-) build up a

concentration gradient within the cell, in which the concentration of Sh2- is higher at the cathode
than at the anode. This causes the Sh2- to diffuse to the anode and react with an unprotected
lithium electrode to form Sh-x2-, which then diffuse back to the cathode to be oxidized once again.
This phenomenon represents the uncontrolled polysulfide shuttle, which results in significant
sulfur dissolution. Such uncontrolled behavior manifested itself in the performance of the
MGO/S2 cell shown in Figure 31a. Thus, after repeated observance of this behavior, the use of
this electrolyte was discontinued.
For comparison, the behavior of the MGO/S2 composite electrode with 1 M LiTF in
TEGDME electrolyte (Figure 31b) and 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte (Figure 31c) was
also evaluated. Both of these electrolytes avoided the enhanced sulfur dissolution observed with
the 0.5 M LiTF in TEGDME/DOXL electrolyte. This may be attributed to the relatively low
viscosity of the DOXL solvent (0.523 cP), which although provides high conductivity also
enhances S dissolution. On the other hand, the high viscosity of TEGDME (4.05 cP) attenuates
the dissolution phenomenon. Similar behavior was observed amongst the voltage profiles of
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MGO/S2 in the LiTF and LiClO4 electrolytes, although higher sulfur utilization was achieved
when using the LiClO4 salt. Based on these results, further tests were carried out to determine
the optimal S:GO ratio in the LiTF and LiClO4 electrolytes.
(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 31. Electrochemical properties in 0.5 M LiTF in TEGDME/DOXL (50:50) (a), 1 M LiTF
in TEGDME (b), and 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME (c) . The performances shown are for the
MGO/S2 composite.
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3.6.5 Optimization of the S:GO Ratio in the MGO/S Composite
Figure 32a shows the initial discharge-charge voltage profiles for the MGO/S composites with 1
M LiTF in TEGDME electrolyte. The initial discharge capacity decreased with increasing sulfur
content: When the sulfur content was 20 wt% (MGO/S2), the intial discharge capacity was as
high as 1111 mAh g-1 S, which corresponds to ca. 66.4% sulfur utilization based on the
theoretical maximum of 1675 mAh g-1 S; when the sulfur content was 70 wt% (MGO/S7), the
initial discharge capacity was reduced to 176 mAh g-1 S. This trend of decreasing capacity with
increasing S content is made strongly evident in the cycle life plot (Figure 32b). The reason for
higher S utilization at lower S loading lies in the fact that less S content translates into less
electronic insulation. As such, lower S loading facilitates electronic contact with the conductive
additive thereby increasing utilization of sulfur’s lithium-storage capability.
Figure 33 conveys how the Li/S cell’s capacity retention was affected by increasing GO
content, and simultaneously decreasing S content. Figure 33a shows that the highest retention
was achieved at 30 wt% GO (i.e., MGO/S6); however, Figure 33b inidicates that the tradeoff
between sulfur utilization and cell specific capacity was not optimal at this composition. Further
observation of these plots reveals that with 1 M LiTF in TEGDME electrolyte, the optimum GO
content fell somewhere between 50 and 60 wt% GO. This result is not promising, as the cells
fabricated with this electrolyte would therefore need to be comprised of 60-70% conductive
additive and binder to achieve optimal performance at the sacrafice of energy density.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 32. Initial discharge-charge voltage profiles of MGO/S cells at varying GO wt% in 1 M
LiTF in TEGDME electrolyte (a). Cycling performances of the MGO/S cells with 1 M LiTF in
TEGDME electrolyte (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 33. Capacity retention versus GO wt% calculated for the 5th and 10th discharge cycles
while using 1 M LiTF in TEGDME electrolyte (a). Specific capacity versus GO wt% on a sulfur
mass basis and total mass basis (cell) (b).

In contrast, Figure 34a shows the initial discharge-charge voltage profiles for the MGO/S
composites with 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte. Again, the initial discharge capacity
decreased with increasing sulfur content, but an interesting trend was observed. Unlike the
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performances observed using the LiTF electrolyte, where initial discharge capacities gradually
decreased with increasing S content, the LiClO4 cells demonstrated more consistent performance
with increasing S content. This is evidenced by Figure 34b, in which the cycle life performances
of composites MGO/S3 through MGO/S6 overlap one another. Notably, 87.2% S utilization was
achieved at 20 wt% S content, indicating significant improvement in comparison to its LiTF
analog. The next four initial discharge curves corresponding to MGO/S3- MGO/S6 composites
all showed consistent capacity values between approximtely 900 and 1000 mAh g-1 S. In
addition, Figure 35 suggests more stable behavior when using the the LiClO4 electrolyte.
Optimal performance was achieved in the range of 30-50 wt% GO, which was a significant
improvement from the LiTF electrolyte.
Table 13 provides some insight as to why the LiClO4 (blue) salt performed better than the
LiTF (orange) salt in the Li/S cells. Ion mobility is clearly a governing parameter in terms of
enhancing Li/S cell performance when it comes to comparing the two lithium salts. Ion pair
dissociation is also another significant factor, since low ion pair dissociation will result in lithium
loss. This parameter is clearly not a strength of either LiClO4 or LiTF, and explains at least one
mechanism of capacity fade contributing to each subsequent cycle. The conditions of the
experiments conducted for this thesis make thermal stability contributions negligible, but it is
well known that LiClO4 is an explosive material at high temperature. Similarly, due to the
limited number of cycles performed, the other factors included in Table 13 become less
significant.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 34. Initial discharge-charge voltage profiles of MGO/S cells at varying GO wt% with 1
M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte (a). Cycling performances of the MGO/S cells with 1 M
LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 35. Capacity retention versus GO wt% calculated for the 5th and 10th discharge cycles
while using 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte (a). Specific capacity versus GO wt% on a
sulfur mass basis and total mass basis (cell) (b).
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Table 13. Classification of lithium salts.83
Rating
Property
Ion mobility

Best

Worst

LiBF4

LiClO4

LiPF6

LiAsF6

LiTF

LiTFSI

Solubility

LiTFSI

LiPF6

LiAsF6

LiBF4

LiTF

LiClO4

Al corrosion

LiAsF6

LiPF6

LiBF4

LiClO4

LiTF

LiTFSI

Chemical inertness

LiTF

LiAsF6

LiTFSI

LiBF4

LiClO4

Ion pair dissociation

LiTFSI

LiAsF6

LiPF6

LiClO4

LiBF4

LiTF

Thermal stability

LiTFSI

LiTF

LiAsF6

LiBF4

LiPF6

LiClO4

3.7 Conclusions
Firstly, functionalized graphene oxide nanosheets were produced by chemical exfoliation. Use
of the GO nanosheets as an anode material for Li-ion batteries showed stable cyclic performance
and high reversible capacity, which was due to enhanced lithium storage capability, shortened
Li-ion diffusion paths, and fast electrochemical reaction kinetics. However, the large hysteresis
and large initial irreversible capacity of a GO electrode would be a drawback to its commercial
application. In particular, the GO electrode’s sensitivity to SOC would negatively influence the
OCV-SOC relationship of a battery, as most commercial cathode materials are insensitive to
SOC. Nevertheless, the application of graphene in LIBs still provides promise due to its
enhanced reaction kinetics and stability.
Mechanically grinding sulfur can significantly reduce the sulfur particle size into
submicro-sized thin flakes, which tend to form 2-15 μm sized agglomerates. Mechanically
mixing GO nanosheets with sulfur results in fine sulfur flakes dispersed onto the GO nanosheets,
but with poor homogeneity. The addition of GO into sulfur provided extensive interconnected
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electronic conducting pathways for sulfur, rending significantly improved utilization of sulfur.
However, cyclic performance was not yet comparable with research findings of the past several
years.
It was demonstrated that the initial discharge capacity of the MGO/S cells can be as high
as 1459 mAh g-1 (20 wt% S; 422 Wh/kg, assuming 2000 mAh g-1 practical capacity of Li) when
using 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte, which is a marked improvement from the
performance achieved using carbon black (via mechanical mixing).58–60 Furthermore, the 1M
LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte exhibited more stable performance with increasing S content
when compared to the 1M LiTF in TEGDME electrolyte cells. This was attributed primarily to
better ion mobility and ion pair dissociation associated with the LiClO4 electrolyte.
Decent performance was achieved with several MGO/S compositions with 1M LiClO4 in
TEGDME electrolyte (i.e., 40-60 wt% S), whereas the MGO/S4 (i.e., 40 wt% S) cell was the
only one to exhibit acceptable tradeoff between sulfur utilization and cell specific capacity with
the 1M LiTF in TEGDME electrolyte.

It was also shown that use of 0.5 M LiTF in

TEGDME/DOXL (50:50) resulted in significant sulfur dissolution due to an unconstrained
polysulfide shuttle.
As a consequence of mechanical grinding, sulfur particle size is reduced significantly
resulting in more of the active sulfur being exposed to the electrolyte because of the
inhomogeneous and ineffective dispersion in the GO matrix.
polysulfide

anions

to

dissolve,

thereby

reducing

capacity

This made it easy for the
and

performance

upon

discharge/charge cycling. A better synthesis route needs to be taken to improve the dispersion
and entrapment of elemental sulfur within the highly porous GO structure, thereby limiting
polysulfide dissolution into the electrolyte. To do this, further investigation is required into the
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adsorption, intercalation, and functionalization mechanisms of graphene. Improving upon these
areas will provide cathode stabilization through the confinement and physical-chemical attraction
of polysulfides.23 In addition, the cyclic stability of a sulfur cathode may be improved by
intercalation of sulfur between graphene layers, while the functionalized surface of GO will
continue to provide the stability already demonstrated.
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4. CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSES OF GRAPHENEOXIDE/SULFUR NANOCOMPOSITES
4.1 Chemical Synthesis of Graphene Oxide/Sulfur (GO/S) Nanocomposite
In order to improve the homogeneity of sulfur distribution on the GO surface, and hence lithium
storage performances, we have explored the chemical synthesis of GO/S nanocomposites. In this
approach, it is anticipated that sulfur directly nucleates on dispersed GO nanosheets from a
polysulfide solution when mixed with an organic acid. The polysulfide solution can be prepared
by the dissolution of sulfur in sodium sulfide (Na2S) solution. The use of an organic acid
coupled with the surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) results in the smallest
reported sulfur particle size (30 nm). The organic acid works to reduce sulfur particle size and to
promote uniform distribution, while the surfactant works to limit particle growth.84
In a typical reaction,49,73 Na2S (0.58 g) was dissolved in 25 mL distilled water to form a
Na2S solution. Ground sulfur powder (0.72g) was gradually added in the Na2S solution and
magnetically stirred for 2 hours at room temperature, forming a Na2Sx polysulfide solution. The
color of the solution slowly changed from yellow (Na2S) to orange-yellow (Na2S4) to brownyellow (Na2S5). It is well documented that the formation of Na2S2, Na2S4, and Na2S5 are based
on the following reactions:85
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
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Meanwhile, in another container, 180 mg of GO was added in 180 mL distilled water
and sonicated for two hours until the formation of a stable GO suspended dispersion. A 5 wt%
CTAB solution was then added to the GO suspension, followed by the addition of the Na2Sx
solution. The as-prepared GO/Na2Sx solution was sonicated for another 2 hours and then directly
titrated into 100 mL of 2 M acetic acid (CH3COOH). It should be mentioned that in previous
experiments49,73 2 M formic acid was used; however, acetic acid carries out the same chemical
reaction with sodium sulfide as formic acid, although it is slightly less aggressive due to lower
acidity.
Afterwards, the precipitate was filtered and washed with acetone and distilled water
several times to eliminate salts and impurities. After the final filtration, the precipitate was dried
under vacuum at 50 °C for 12 hours. The as-synthesized GO/S nanocomposites were then
thermally treated in a tube furnace under nitrogen flows with a controlled flow rate of about 1500
SCCM at a preselected temperature for 12 hours. The selected heat treatment temperatures were
120, 130, 140 and 155°C, all of which were carried out under the same conditions as before.
Based on the previous DSC results as described in Chapter 3, sulfur begins to melt around
120°C. At 155°C, melted sulfur is reported to reach its lowest viscosity (0.00709 Pa s), which
may allow for sulfur to easily diffuse into the porous GO structure.21,59 The purpose of this
series of experiments is thus to gauge the temperature correlation with sulfur formation and the
resulting electrochemical performances.

For comparison, the precursor sulfur ratios were

adjusted to 50% their original amounts in another batch of samples.

Table 14 lists five

specimens, their synthesis conditions, and compositions with and without the addition of PVdF
binder.
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Table 14. Compositions of Chemically (C) Synthesized Nanocomposites using Acetic Acid (A).
Sample

Temperature

Precursor Ratio

Composition without PVdF

Composition with 10 wt% PVdF

CA120-1/2
CA130-1/2
CA140-1/2
CA155-1/2
CA155

120 °C
130 °C
140 °C
155 °C
155 °C

0.36 g S, 0.18 g GO
0.36 g S, 0.18 g GO
0.36 g S, 0.18 g GO
0.36 g S, 0.18 g GO
0.72 g S, 0.18 g GO

56.17 wt% S + 39.74 wt% GO
53.47 wt% S + 43.40 wt% GO
55.38 wt% S + 41.31 wt% GO
43.05 wt% S + 52.13 wt% GO
69.75 wt% S + 27.04 wt% GO

50 wt% S + 40 wt% GO
48 wt% S + 42 wt% GO
50 wt% S + 40 wt% GO
39 wt% S + 51 wt% GO
63 wt% S + 27 wt% GO

4.2 Preparation of the GO/S Electrode
GO/S slurries were prepared by mixing the chemically synthesized GO/S nanocomposite
(CGO/S) together with controlled amounts of GO powder (for increased electronic conductivity)
and 5 wt% PVdF solution in NMP. For the samples prepared using only half of the precursor S
amounts, additional GO powder was typically unnecessary.

The slurries were applied to

aluminum current collectors and dried at 50 °C under vacuum for 12 h. The dried films were
punched into ⌀10 mm electrode cells and transferred into an argon-filled glovebox for assembly.
The Swagelok cells (Figure 20) were assembled by using the CGO/S nanocomposite as
the cathode, a lithium foil as the anode, two polypropylene separators (⌀15 mm and 25 μm
thickness), and an organic electrolyte, i.e.1M LiClO4 in TEGDME, which was found to produce
the best performance results among all three electrolytes tested (see results and discussion in
Chapter 3). The cathode, separator, and anode were pressed by a metallic spacer to ensure tight
contact. The charge-discharge performance of the batteries was tested with a LAND CT-2001A
instrument (Wuhan, China), and the charge-discharge current rate was held constant at 0.05 mA
between 1.5 and 3 V at ambient temperature. The specific capacity was calculated on the basis
of active sulfur material to assess sulfur utilization.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Compositional Analysis of CGO/S
Figure 36 shows the TGA results for the CGO/S nanocomposites from room temperature to 700
°C under ambient air conditions. The TGA profile of GO (after 155 °C heat treatment in N2
atmosphere for 12 hours) is also included as reference. It is seen that the GO had no significant
effect on mass loss at temperatures below 300 °C. Because the TGA experiment was performed
in ambient air, carbon begins combustion into CO2 above 300 °C. In contrast, the CGO/S
nanocomposites show dramatic loss starting at the temperature ca. 120 °C. The first mass loss
process completes around 220 °C.

In this temperature range, the mass loss of GO is

insignificant, and the loss of functional groups from the CGO/S nanocomposite thermally treated
at the same conditions would also be insignificant. Hence, it is reasonable to submit that the
mass loss in CGO/S at this temperature region is due to the evaporation/oxidation of sulfur.
Quantifying this mass loss is therefore a valid means of determining the S content in the CGO/S
nanocomposites.
From TGA data, it was determind that CGO/S heat treated between 120-140 °C
contained approximately 55 wt% S. While CGO/S heat treated at 155°C has a reduced S content
of approximately 43 wt%. Heat treatment beyond 155 °C resulted in significant S mass loss due
to vaporization. Figure 37 illistrates how the S content changed between a nanocomposite
containing the full precursor S content reported in literature (CA155) and a nanocomposite with
only half precursor S content (CA155-1/2), both after heat treatment for 12 hr in N2 atmosphere.
The calculation of 69.75% S content for the CA155 nanocomposite was in good agreement with
that of other reports using the same methodology. Reducing the precursor S content by 50% did
not directly halve the final S content of the CA155-1/2 nanocomposite.
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Figure 36. TGA curves of CGO/S nanocomposites at different synthesis temperatures recorded
in ambient air.

Figure 37. TGA curves showing S content changes in CA155-1/2 and CA155 nanocomposites.
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Figure 38 shows a broad overview of the structural transformation of S at different
temperatures. Sulfur is well known to begin melting at about 120 °C, forming a light-yellow,
low-viscosity liquid consisting primarily of 8-membered-ring molecules.86 Researchers have
typically heated their carbon/sulfur composites at 155 °C or 160 °C, stating that at this
temperature S reaches its lowest viscosity and can therefore readily disperse throughout a porous
material.

For this reason, it was of interest to determine the effect that various heating

temperatures had on the phase transformation of S and the resulting cell performance. Samples
were not heated beyond 155 °C because close to 159 °C the properties of S begin to change
dramatically, corresponding to a phenomenon known as the λ-transition. These changes are
caused by the polymerization of S, during which the viscosity of liquid S greatly increases. 86 In
addition, a great deal of S loss begins to occur at this temperature due to vaporization.

Figure 38. Structural transformation of sulfur.23
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Since sulfur wets carbon well, the surface nanopores of the GO matrix were readily
covered/filled with sulfur due to the action of capillary forces. However, it remains necessary to
subject the nanocomposite to appropriate heat treatment with an appropriate amount of sulfur in
order to effectively disperse S throughout the carbon matrix with no excessive sulfur
aggregation/agglomeration. Otherwise, extra sulfur or aggregated areas of S with no electrical
conducting paths will be present in the electrode samples leading to increased resistance and
poor cyclic performance.
DSC profiles of the CGO/S thermally treated at different temperatures were analyzed for
the presence of phase transitions (Figure 39). After the 120 °C heat treatment, the CGO/S
nanocomposite consisted of both α-S and β-S, indicating no significant phase transformation of
the precursor S powder (Figure 39). The dispersion of S at elevated temperature is dependent on
capillary forces and the corresponding viscosity of S at that temperature. As the viscosity of S at
120 °C is ca. 0.01 Pa s, this may hinder efficient distribution of S. The DSC peak appearing near
100 °C in the S and CA120-1/2 samples is attributed to moisture (H2O).
For the CA130-1/2 nanocomposite, the β-S phase had become dominant (Figure 39) – a
trend that persisted throughout the remaining heating increments. Moreover, the 100 °C peak
had disappeared and the α-S melting/α-S to β-S transition peak has significantly diminished (ca.
112.4 °C).

This would correspond to the onset of efficient S dispersion throughout the

composite since the confinement of S would result in a masking of phase transitions, with the
exception of melting because capillary action would allow liquid sulfur to flow freely
throughtout the structure.
Continuing on to the CA140-1/2 and CA155-1/2 nancomposites, we observe a complete
disappearance of the α-S melting/α-S to β-S transition peak in the DSC curves (Figure 39).
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Interestingly, the λ-transition and polymerization peaks (157-165 °C) have diminished for the
CA155-1/2 sample, as well.
For all of the CGO/S nanocomposites, the enthalpy of fusion had decreased anywhere
from 40-50% (Table 15). This is likely the result of nanosizing the sulfur particles during the
chemical synthesis process. The chemical and physical properties of nanomaterials are known to
differ from that of bulk materials, and it is shown in Figure 39 that the melting point of sulfur
among all the nanocomposites has been depressed by approximately 2 °C, corresponding to a
drecrease in the enthalpy of fusion.

Figure 39. Changes in DSC curves of S and CGO/S composites at various temperatures.
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Table 15. DSC analysis on S, MGO/S3, and CGO/S nanocomposites.

CA120-1/2

α-S Melting/α-S to β-S
Transition
Range: 107-115 °C
Peak: 113.3 °C
ΔHfusion = 20 W/g
Range: 108-114 °C
Peak: 112.6 °C

CA130-1/2

Range: 108-114 °C
Peak: 112.4 °C

Sample
Pure Sulfur

ΔHfusion = 12 W/g

Range: 115-124 °C
Peak: 119.7
ΔHfusion = 48 W/g
Range: 114-123 °C
Peak: 117.7
ΔHfusion = 18.7 W/g

Range: 114-123 °C
Peak: 117.9

ΔHfusion = 0.1 W/g

CA140-1/2

β-S Melting

ΔHfusion = 29.7 W/g

Range: 106-122 °C
Peak: 116.9

Range: 149-168 °C
Peaks: 155.2 & 164.7 °C
ΔHfusion = 3.4 & 2.2 W/g
Range: 160-169 °C
Peak: 163.4 °C
ΔHfusion = 1.8 W/g

Range: 160-168 °C
Peak: 163.4 °C
ΔHfusion = 1.7 W/g

Range: 162-169 °C
Peak: 165.3 °C

ΔHfusion = 32.8 W/g

CA155-1/2

λ-transition/polymerization

Range: 107-122 °C
Peak: 117

ΔHfusion = 2.6 W/g

Range: 160-168 °C
Peak: 163.7 °C

ΔHfusion = 25.7 W/g

ΔHfusion = 1.0 W/g

4.3.2 Structural Characterization
XRD was used to study the structure of the CGO/S nanocomposites, as exhibited in Figure 40.
For the as-synthesized CGO/S nanocomposite, the XRD pattern revealed no diffraction peaks
indicative of pristine sulfur. This suggests either that the sulfur particles existed in an amorphous
phase or that the crystallite size was too small to generate diffraction peaks due to the nanosizing
effect of the acetic acid coupled with CTAB.

Interestingly, the XRD pattern of the as-

synthesized CGO/S shows that the broad diffraction peak around 24.8° of graphene oxide has
diminished or shifted below the 20° scattering angle, suggesting sulfur deposition that prevents
the restacking of the GO nanosheets. The X-ray diffractometer used for this study was incapable
of scanning below an 18° scattering angle, but it is well documented that a strong and sharp peak
characteristic of graphene with less oxygen functional groups and less disordered restacking
occurs at approximately 2θ = 11.7°.
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The characteristic (222) peak of S disappeared from the CA120-1/2 XRD pattern (Figure
40). However, since several other diffraction peaks of S were still evident in the CA120-1/2
composite, one could deduce that the S had only just begun to exit the GO porous structure and
disperse, resulting in exposed S throughout the composite. The onset of efficient S dispersion
for the CA130-1/2 nanocomposite indicated by the DSC curve corroborates well its XRD pattern
(Figure 40), which shows only light traces of the (026) and (040) diffraction peaks of S. While
the (026) and (040) sulfur diffraction peaks weakly reemerge in the XRD pattern when heated at
140 °C, they completely disappear when heated at 155 °C.

Figure 40. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of pristine S, as-synthesized GO/S, CA120-1/2,
CA130-1/2, CA140-1/2, and CA155-1/2
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Figure 41 shows the XRD patterns of CGO/S nanocomposites prepared using both the
full precursor S content reported in literature (CA155) and half precursor S content (CA155-1/2)
after heat treatment for 12 hr in N2 atmosphere. The presence of the (026) and (040) sulfur
diffraction peaks within the CA155 nanocomposite suggest that the S could not be wholly
consumed by the GO matrix after the 12 hr heat treatment. It is probable that the pore volume of
the GO matrix had already been filled around 50 wt% S. This means that there was some bulk S
remaining on the surface, as suggested by the CA155 XRD pattern.

Figure 41. XRD patterns of CGO/S nanocomposites prepared with half precursor S content
(CA155-1/2) and full precursor S content (CA155) after 12 hr heat treatment in N2 atmosphere.
4.3.3 Morphological Characterization
Figure 42 shows the SEM images of two CGO/S nanocomposites: CA155 and CA155-1/2.
Interestingly, the surface of the CA155 nanocomposite is similar to that of the MGO/S composite
shown earlier (Figure 27b ). This may suggest that the high S loading (wt%) had exceeded the
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limited loading capability of the GO nanosheets, resulting in freely exposed S agglomerates
throughout the nanocomposite. That is, any S that was not consumed by the GO matrix during
thermal treatment remained directly available for interaction with electrolyte. On the other hand,
the CA155-1/2 nanocomposite shows that the GO nanosheets had a smooth surface after the
chemical deposition of S. Because the TGA and DSC results concluded that S was in fact
present in the CA155-1/2 nanocomposite, it is likely that S was uniformly coated on the GO
nanosheet and therefore not clearly discernable in the SEM image. These results imply two
things: (1) the free volume of the GO nanosheets used was not as high as other graphene
powders being used, and (2) adequate cell performance at “full S content” cannot be achieved
with these GO nanosheets because they are unable to fully house S to prevent polysulfide
dissolution.

Figure 42. Comparison between CGO/S composite with full precursor S content reported in
literature (a) and half S content (b). Nanocomposites were heated between 150-155 C for 12 hrs
in N2 atmosphere.
In contrast to the MGO/S composites (Figure 28), the elemental maps of CA155 suggest
that the sulfur particles were better distributed throughout the graphene oxide matrix after
thermal heat treatment (Figure 43). Agglomerations that were present arose from excess S that
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could not be coated on the GO nanosheets when using the full precursor S content reported in
literature. Figure 44 shows another area of the CGO/S nanocomposite taken by SEM, in which
10 separate points were analyzed via EDX to determine C and S composition. In contrast the to
the MGO/S composite, the S distribution was much improved. The composition calculations
(±5% error) for the CA155 nanocomposite were in far better agreement with the TGA results
(46-77% vs. 70%) than they were with the MGO/S composite (4-19% vs. 36%), thus providing
further support that the S was better distributed throughout the nanocomposite by chemical
mixing.

Figure 43. SEM image (a) and EDX mapping of carbon (b) and sulfur (c) in CA155
nanocomposite.
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Figure 44. EDX composition summary of 10 points analyzed in CA155 nanocomposite.
4.3.4 Electrochemical Characterizations
4.3.4.1 Discharge/Charge Characteristics of CGO/S Synthesized at Different Temperatures
Figure 45 shows the cycling performance of the CGO/S nanosomposite electrodes heated under
N2 atmosphere between 120-155 °C.

The CA140-1/2 electrode exhibited the least stable

perfomance, with significant capaciy fade by the 10th cycle (26.6% retention of initial discharge).
Contrastingly, the CA155-1/2 electrode exhibited optimal performance, with relatively stable
capacity values and 60% capacity retention after 10 cycles. While the CA130-1/2 electrode also
exhibited very stable cycling performance, the low achieved capacity values make it a less than
desireable cathode composite. Finally, the most surprising result is the cycling performance
achieved for the CA120-1/2 electrode.

The trend of this electrode performance is nearly

identical to that of the CA155-1/2 electrode, with only a ~200 mAh/g difference between each
data point. Given that there was a ~10 wt% S difference between the two electrode composites
(Table 14), this capacity difference is reasonable; though, exactly why these composite
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electrodes behave so similarly, given their morphological and structural differences, is
perplexing.
As sulfur begins to melt at 120 °C and temperature is further increased, it is likely that
the β-S particle remains very small (on the order of 10 nm). The smaller size of the β-S particles
may enhance S dissolution in electrolyte.

This would be a particular issue with the

nanocomposites heated at 130 and 140 °C, where the S particles have not been efficiently
distributed back into the GO framework as they have after 155 °C heat treatment. This would
provide one explaination for the poor performance observed amongst the CA130-1/2 and
CA140-1/2 electrode composites.
The cycling performances of MGO/S4 and MGO/S5 are presented in Figure 45b to
provide comparison to the CGO/S cycling performances. The cycling capacities and fading
trend of the CA120-1/2 electrode are strikingly similar to that of the MGO/S5 electrode. This,
coupled with the DSC and TGA suggestion that elemental S exists in the crystalline form on the
surface of GO, indicates that heating the chemically prepared GO/S nanocomposites at 120 °C
provides no advantage to improving Li/S cell performance. In fact, these results suggest that 120
°C heat treatment negates any of the positive attributes established by the chemical synthesis
approach. In contrast, heat treatment of the chemically prepared GO/S nanocomposite at 155 °C
provides significant performance improvement as compared to the MGO/S4 electrode; namely, a
200 mAh/g increase in S utilization.
It could be argued that the poor performance associated with the CA130-1/2 and CA1401/2 nanocomposites is a matter of exposed S reacting with organic electrolyte and encapsulated S
being entrapped by the formation of an insulating layer of Li2S. According to morphological and
structural analyses, crystalline S was detected more strongly in the CA140-1/2 nanocomposite.
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However, the DSC curves of both nanocomposites showed that S was entrapped to some extent
in both nanocomposites due to the disappearance of the α-S to β-S transition peak. If more S was
exposed to electrolyte within the CA140-1/2, one would expect the dissolution of polysulfide
anions to occur more quickly. The dissoluton of polysulfide anions is known to form an
insulating layer of Li2S on both electrodes, and such an occurrence would prevent the electrolyte
further access to the S encapsulated within the GO framework. This would result is significant
capacity loss due to effective deactivation of the encapsulated S material.
Since the CA140-1/2 nanocomposite had more exposed S, the performance would be
expected to gradually fade with each subsequent cycle. This capacity fade would be exagerated
by the deactivation of the encapsulated S within the nanocomposite. Simlarly, the CA130-1/2
had a mixture of both exposed and encapsulated S. The exposed S would react quickly with the
electrolyte and reduce the initial performance, but stable cycling would be expected once the
activity of the encapsulated S began to dominate. Figure 46 shows SEM images of the CA1401/2 nanocomposite before and after cycling.

While the clogging of pores due to Li 2S

precipiation is common among all S electrodes, these images provide insight into just how S can
be “deactivated” once trapped in the GO framework by the Li2S layer.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 45. Cycling performance of CGO/S nanocomposites at varying temperature (a) compared
with cycling performance of MGO/S composites (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 46. SEM image of CA140-1/2 nanocomposite before (a) and after (b) cycling.
4.3.4.2 Discharge/Charge Characteristics of CGO/S with Different Sulfur Content
Figure 47 shows the initial discharge-charge voltage profiles for the CA155 and CA155-1/2
composite cells with 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte. In accordance with the SEM results,
which suggested that the S loading capability of the GO nanosheets had been exceeded for the
CA155 nanocomposite, the electrochemical performance of the CA155 composite cell was
severely degraded compared with the CA155-1/2 composite electrode. Excess S not loaded
within the porous GO nanosheets of the CA155 nanocomposite would explain this behavior, as
exposed S particles would readily react with the electrolyte and proceed into the polysulfide
shuttle. Significant polarization losses are observed in the voltage profile of the CA155 cell,
which limited the initial discharge capacity to 458 mAh g-1 S. In contrast, excellent
eletrochemical performance and stability was achieved with the CA155-1/2 nanocomposite.
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Figure 47. Initial discharge-charge voltage profiles of CA155 and CA155-1/2 nanocomposites
with 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte. The dashed lines represent the first cycle, and the
solid lines represent the second cycle.
Figure 48a shows the initial discharge-charge voltage profiles for the CGO/S
nanocomposites with 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte. The initial discharge capacities
remained relatively constant between 27 wt% and 50 wt% S content. This is in contrast to the
MGO/S composites, which showed gradually lower discharge capacities with increasing S
content. This can be attributed to the effective nanosizing of the S particles, which would greatly
enhance the electrical contact between S and GO due to an increase in exposed surface area.
With the S entrapped within the GO matrix, electrons and ions can be transported quickly to S by
GO’s enhanced conductive properties. Enhanced S utilization can then be achieved because the
dissolution of S in electrolyte will be attenuated by the tortuosity of the GO material.
However, decent performance could not be achieved for the CGO/S nanocomposites
beyonds 50 wt% S content. While an improved electrolyte may be required to realize higher S
content – as the studies that did achieve unprecendented Li/S performance at high S content used
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varying solvent cocentrations and electrolyte additives – it is also probable that the GO
synthesized for this thesis work was not as porous and capable of hosting large amounts of S as
others have reported.

Volume infiltration techniques and Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)

analysis would be necessary to determine the exact porosity and available surface area of the GO
material.
Figure 48b shows the cycling performances of the CGO/S nanocomposites as the
composition was varied between 13 wt% S to 63 wt% S. High, stable reversible capacities were
achieved up to 50 wt% S with the CGO/S nanocomposites. Note the lithiation and potential
hysteresis during the initial discharge process of the CGO/S (63wt % S) nanocomposite (Figure
48a). This can be attributed to the additional energy required to overcome the adsorption energy
of the sulfur within the nanopores of GO, a process that is hindered by the presence of bulk S on
the GO surface. As a result, the reversible capacity of the 63 wt% S composite was very low
(200-300 mAh g-1 S).
Figure 49 conveys how the Li/S cell’s capacity retention was affected by increasing GO
content in the CGO/S nanocomposites. Between 40 wt% and 63 wt% GO, the capacity retention
of the CGO/S electrodes remained at nearly 70% after 5 cycles and 60% after 10 cycles (Figure
49a). This translates into a 10% improvement compared to the MGO/S electrode composites.
While Figure 49b shows a similar trend to that observed with the MGO/S electrode composites,
the capacity values at the 5th and 10th cycles have, in fact, increased by 100-200 mAh/g S
between the 40-63 wt% GO range.
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Figure 48. Initial discharge-charge voltage profiles of CGO/S nanocomposites with varying S
content (a). Cycling performances of the CGO/S cells (solid = discharge, open = charge) at
varying composition (b).

(b)

(a)

Figure 49. Capacity retention versus GO wt% calculated for the 5th and 10th discharge cycles
for the CGO/S nanocomposites with 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte (a). Specific capacity
versus GO wt% on a sulfur mass basis and total mass basis (cell) (b).
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4.4 Conclusions
The chemical synthesis approach has effectively improved the quality of GO/S nanocomposites
in terms of the following aspects:
Firstly, the DSC analysis showed that the orthorhombic to monoclinic peak was not clearly
discernible amongst the chemically mixed CGO/S composites, in contrast to the mechanically
stirred GO/S composites (MGO/S) (Figure 25), indicating a relatively major conversion, or
consumption, of elemental sulfur within the graphene oxide matrix. This conversion was made
complete after heat treatment at 155 °C.

Further structural and morphological analyses

suggested an improved distribution of S throughout the GO matrix as well as effective
confinement of S within the nanopores of GO as a result of the chemical synthesis approach
coupled with heat treatment at 155°C for 12 hr in N2 environment.
Secondly, the SEM results showed that the CA155-1/2 nanocomposite had smooth
surfaces, suggesting that S was uniformly coated on the GO nanosheets. However, when the S
content was increased from 43.05 wt% (CA155-1/2) to 69.75 wt% (CA155), it was evident that S
particles existed on the GO surface in agglomerates. This may be the result of the limited
loading capability of the GO nanosheets. Sulfur that remained exposed on the surface of the GO
nanosheets would readily react with the electrolyte, allowing for polysulfide dissolution to occur
quickly, thereby severly reducing cell performance. Thus, it was expected that only CGO/S
nanocomposites with less than 50 wt% S content would perform satisfactorily.
Thirdly, in terms of electrochemical performance, the chemical synthesis approach
resulted in electrode composites yielding a high reversible capacity and a cycle life improvement
of approximately 10% compared with the mechanically stirred composites. This was attributed
to an increased dispersion of S throughout the GO matrix, a strong interaction between carbon
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and sulfur established from intimate contact between the two materials, and a highly porous GO
structure, which aided in S entrapment during cycling.

The CGO/S composites exhibited

enhanced sulfur utilization compared to the mechanically stirred composites (approx. 10%) as
well. This was attributed to decreased cell resistance due to the nanosizing of sulfur that
increased electrical contact with GO, and the encaging of S within the nanopores of GO.
Research studies suggest that any partially filled pores of GO can compensate for the
volume change of lithium sulfides. Optimal sulfur loading is thus a balance between the desire
for maximum capacity and the need to allow for the volume change to ensure stability, which are
both dependent on pore volume. In this work, desirable performance was achieved with the
CA155-1/2 nanocomposite, which contained about 39 wt% S after electrode fabrication.
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5. EXPLORATION OF GRAPHENE OXIDE/SULFUR-BASED LI-ION BATTERY
The Li metal anode is unstable and tends to react with polysulfide anions to form insoluble sulfur
products that initiate the shuttle phenomenon. This suggests that lithium anode passivation plays
a large role with regard to Li/S cell stability. Electrolyte additives such as LiNO3 are thought to
form a passivating layer over the lithium anode, thereby attenuating the full reduction of lithium
polysulfides to insoluble dilithium sulfide on the lithium surface. When dilithium sulfide is
formed on the lithium anode surface, it transports back and forth through the electrolyte and
precipitates on both electrodes causing reduced cycle life. For this reason, the next logical step
toward realizing sulfur’s full potential may be to replace the lithium with a more stable
alternative.
In this chapter, we initiated the exploration of a C/S Li-ion cell through prelithiation of the
sulfur cathode or carbon anode.

5.1 Characteristics of C/S Li-ion Cell: Sulfur Prelithiated in 1 M LiClO4-TEGDME
5.1.1 Preparation and Assembly of Li-ion/Sulfur Cells
Li/S cells with CGO/S electrodes were prepared in Swagelok cells as previously described. The
CA155-1/2 nanocomposites were used (ca. 39 wt% S in electrode) due to their high performance
and relative stability. Then S was fully lithiated galvanostatically to 1.5V.
The Li/S cells were disassembled in an Ar atmosphere glovebox (moisture level 0.5
ppm) after the lithiation process. Then, the lithium foil was replaced with either a mass-balanced
graphite anode or GO anode. Additional electrolyte was added after the anode replacement
procedure, and then the Swagelok cell was fastened and transported out of the glovebox to be
cycled. Depending upon which anode was used, the cycling voltage range was adjusted. Recall
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the large voltage hysteresis associated with the GO anode; this makes it such that the overall cell
voltage will decrease, making it necessary to lower the voltage range at which the cell is cycled.
5.1.2

Results and Discussion

5.1.2.1 Prelithiation of Sulfur Cathode with Graphite Anode Replacement
Prior to these experiments, there were several hypotheses made predicting the behavior of the Liion/S cell fabricated with a carbon-based anode. First, at the beginning of the initial charge
cycle, we expect the cathode to contain a mixture of Li2S and lithium polysulfides due to the
prelithiation. These polysulfides would improve the kinetic behavior of the cathode resulting in
higher initial charge characteristics. During the charge cycle, lithium would be extracted from
the GO/S cathode and Li-polysulfides would form at the anode side creating a passivating
surface layer. This surface layer would become thicker upon cycling, irreversibly consuming
lithium and increasing cell resistance. During the subsequent discharge cycle, the polysulfides
would not be fully oxidized back to elemental sulfur, resulting in the loss of active sulfur
material. This would result in continual capacity fade until eventual end of life.
To test these hypotheses, we first prelithiated the sulfur cathode and replaced Li metal
with a graphite anode.

Figure 50a depicts the prelithiation profile of the CA155-1/2

nanocomposite used as a cathode with 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte. The plot indicates
that the composite was performing as expected, and that decent discharge capacity was being
achieved prior to cell disassembly and anode replacement. It is important to note that several
cells were disassembled and reassembled without anode replacement to ensure that the process
had no adverse effect on cell performance. Figure 50b shows the initial charge cycle after
replacing the lithium metal anode with graphite. The cell containing a graphite anode did not
cycle properly with 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte during any trial. Depending on the
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mass of the graphite anode used, higher charge voltages could be achieved before dropping to the
0.5V plateau.

However, dropping to this voltage plateau appeared inevitable after anode

replacement with graphite.
By isolating the graphite in a Li//graphite half-cell (Figure 50c), it was determined that
graphite could not be efficiently discharged/charged in TEGDME electrolyte because the SEI
layer that formed was not able to prevent co-intercalation of solvent molecules into graphite – a
hindrance typically encountered when cycling graphite in propylene carbonate (PC) electrolyte
(PC + LiPF6 or LiClO4).83 Further instability was created by the interaction between ClO4- and
graphite. The perchlorate anion intercalates deeply within the graphene layers of graphite,
making it difficult to remove. This causes Li to become trapped within graphite, leading to
irreversible structural damage and significant capacity loss.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 50. Prelithiation of CA155-1/2 nanocomposite with 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte
(Li//GO/S) before anode replacement with graphite (a). Initial charge profile after anode
replacement with graphite (b). Charge/discharge performance of Li//Graphite cell with 1 M
LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte (c).

5.1.2.2 Prelithiation of Sulfur Cathode with GO Anode Replacement
Because the graphite anode was incompatible with the 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte, the
next test sought to replace Li metal with a GO-based anode, with the expectation that GO’s
expanded interlayer gallery would circumvent the issue of deep intercalation of ClO4- between
the graphene layers.

Figure 51a depicts the prelithiation profile of the CA155-1/2

nanocomposite used as a cathode for the Li-ion/S cell containing a GO anode. Again, the plot
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indicates that the composite was performing as expected prior to cell disassembly and anode
replacement. After replacing Li metal with a GO anode, the cell did cycle (see Figure 51b);
however, poor performance was observed during every trial, and no characteristic voltage
plateaus were present during cycling.
The most notable feature of this Li-ion/S voltage profile (see Figure 51b) was the
comparably larger initial charge capacity. This result coincides well with our original hypothesis
that the high concentration of polysulfides would improve the kinetic behavior of the cathode
resulting in higher initial charge characteristics. However, the GO anode appeared to suffer from
performance degradation when used with the 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte, although this
was not initially evident. While the initial charge-discharge cycles appeared normal, capacity
fade became increasingly more significant with each subsequent cycle (Figure 51c).
Decomposition of the TEGDME solvent was a likely cause of this capacity fade, while the cointercalation of the ClO4- anion had a lesser effect do to the expanded interlayer gallery of the
GO nanosheets. Based on these negative interactions, the 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte
showed to be incompatible with the GO anode.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 51. Prelithiation of CA155-1/2 nanocomposite with 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte
for lithium anode replacement with GO (a). Initial cycling performance after anode replacement
with GO (b). Graphene oxide anode cycled with 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte (c).
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5.2 Characteristics of C/S Li-ion Cell: Carbon Prelithiated in 1 M LiPF6-EC/DEC
5.2.1 Preparation and Assembly of Li-ion/Sulfur Cells
LiPF6 is the most widely used lithium salt in LIBs because it forms a good SEI layer when
dissolved in ethereal solvents and has a high enough ionic conductivity to minimize internal cell
resistance. For this reason, Li-ion/S cells were also tested with 1M LiPF6 in EC/DEC electrolyte.
The preparation process for Li-ion/S cell assembly was followed as described earlier,
except this time the carbon anode was fully lithiated galvanostatically to 0.01 V. The CA155-1/2
nanocomposites were used as the cathode material, and the electrolyte solution was 1 M LiPF6 in
EC/DEC. This disassembly process was again the same, with the cells being disassembled in an
Ar atmosphere glovebox (moisture level 0.5 ppm) after the lithiation process. Careful precaution
was taken to properly balance the masses of the anode and cathode to equate their lithium storage
capacities. Then, the lithium foil was replaced with either a mass-balanced graphite anode or
GO anode. Depending upon which anode was used (graphite vs. GO), the cycling voltage range
was adjusted accordingly.
5.2.2

Results and Discussion

5.2.2.1 Prelithiation of Graphite Anode
Figure 52a depicts the prelithiation profile of the graphite anode for the Li-ion/S cell. The plot
indicates that the electrode was performing as expected prior to cell disassembly and cathode
replacement. After replacing Li metal with a GO/S cathode (CA155-1/2), the cell began to cycle
(Figure 52b), but with poor performance and no characteristic voltage plateaus. During these
experimental trials, it quickly became apparent that the EC/DEC solvent combination severely
affected the performance of the CA155-1/2 cathode, which is shown in Figure 52c.
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The

Li//GO/S cell delivered an initial discharge capacity of only 194 mAh g-1 S, and delithiation (or
charging) was not even achievable, rendering the cell dead after one full discharge-charge cycle.
This result contradicts the earlier work of He et al.87, who reported a working Li-ion/S
cell using a graphite anode with 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC electrolyte. Their study attempted to
eliminate using lithiated electrodes all together by sandwiching a lithium foil electrode between
graphite and a separator. They theorized that lithium was intercalated into graphite after cell
fabrication, then de-intercalated from graphite and passed through the separator, and finally
intercalated into the cathode material during discharge.

Their sulfur cathode composite

contained approximately 36.2 wt% S and was comprised of the following: S powder, gel
electrolyte (PVdF-HFP + SiO2 + EC/DMC – 1 M LiPF6), Teflon (PTFE), and acetylene black
(AB). Aside from the work performed by He and colleagues, no other report has been published
taking the graphite lithiation-approach discussed in this thesis.

Although no significant

performance improvements were offered from the Li-ion/S cell with graphite anode, this
experiment emphasizes the importance of electrolyte compatibility with different electrodes.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 52. Prelithiation profile of graphite with 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC electrolyte (a). Initial
cycling performance of Li-ion/S cell with a prelithiated graphite anode and CA155-1/2 cathode
(b). Discharge-charge voltage profile of Li//GO/S cell (CA155-1/2 cathode) with 1 M LiPF6 in
EC/DEC electrolyte, demonstrating significantly reduced capacity and inability to charge (c).
The ideal electrolyte will allow both the sulfur cathode and graphite anode to perform
optimally. This will require balancing the need to attenuate polysulfide solubility with viscous
liquid electrolytes and the tendency of such electrolytes to decompose due to the low potential of
the graphite anode. Assuming such an electrolyte can be fabricated, we hypothesize that the
voltage profile of a Li-ion/S cell with graphite anode – estimated based on the discharge/charge
profiles of sulfur and graphite, respectively (e.g. Figure 53a, Figure 53b) – would resemble that
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of Figure 53c. This combination would deliver a theoretical specific capacity of 338 mAh/g
upon initial discharge, which is a distinct improvement compared with current Li-ion batteries.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 53. Discharge/charge profile of Graphite with 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC (a).
Discharge/charge profile of CA155-1/2 nanocomposite with 1 M LiClO4 in TEGDME (b). Ideal
voltage profile of Li-ion/S cell using graphite anode (c). An optimal electrolyte needs to be
fabricated that is suitable for both the S cathode and C anode.

5.2.2.2 Prelithiation of GO Anode
To compare against the case in which the graphite anode was prelithiated, we subsequently
prelithiated the GO anode and tested the Li-ion/S cell using the 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC
electrolyte. Since it was already established that the EC/DEC solvent combination degraded the
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GO/S cathode’s performance, the GO anode was lithiated first (Figure 54a). The initial cycling
performance of the cell is shown in Figure 54b. Unlike the previous test using 1 M LiClO4 in
TEGDME, the cell exhibited a short-lived voltage plateau around 1.6 V during the initial
discharge. This plateau was not observed during the second discharge cycle. Overall, the cell
performance was worse when using 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC, suggesting the electrolyte interaction
with the sulfur cathode has a greater effect than the electrolyte interaction with the GO anode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 54. Prelithiation profile of GO with 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC electrolyte (a). Initial cycling
performance of Li-ion/S cell using a prelithiated GO anode and CA155-1/2 cathode (b).

5.2.2.3 Li-ion/S Cell Performance Modeling on the Effect of Anode/Cathode Mass Balance
In order to evaluate the non-ideal interactions occurring within the Li-ion/S cells, we
subsequently examined whether the voltage profile of the composite cell could be represented by
a straight-forward combination of voltage profiles of the individual electrode components (GO
and CGO/S). The charge/discharge curves of the Li-ion/S cell were modeled by using the
galvanostatic charge/discharge voltage responses of GO vs. Li and CGO/S vs. Li at a current rate
of 0.05 mA, and compared to experimentally measured ones. The cell capacity Q was calculated
based on the limiting electrode capacity (μAh) and total cell mass (mg):
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.

[12]

The cell voltage V was calculated as the difference between the cathode potential and anode
potential.
Figure 55 shows the voltage profile of a Li-ion/S cell (comprised of a 0.39 mg GO
anode and 0.99 mg CGO/S cathode) contrasted with several model calculations. The model
calculation matching the actual cell composition (2.5:1) showed a very similar discharge trend to
what was observed. However, the charge behavior was dissimilar, and the predicted capacity
values of both charge and discharge were inaccurate. As the sulfur ratio was increased in the
model calculation, the predicted behavior was in better agreement with the experimental data.
This may indicate that the S cathode was dominating the cell’s performance, which is reasonable
since the performance of the GO anode was shown to be compromised when using the
TEGDME electrolyte.

Figure 55. Experimental charge-discharge profile of a Li-ion/S cell with GO anode contrasted
with several model calculations. The experimental cell contained a 0.99mg CGO/s cathode and a
0.39 mg GO anode.
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5.3 Conclusions
These results point out that significant improvements do not arise solely from optimizing the
carbon additives used, but also from electrolyte modifications and enhancements. This is in
large part due to Li anode instability, and its tendency to react with polysulfide anions to form
insoluble sulfur products that initiate the shuttle phenomenon. This suggests that lithium anode
passivation plays a large role with regard to Li/S cell stability. Electrolyte additives such as
LiNO3 are thought to form a passivating layer over the lithium anode, thereby attenuating the full
reduction of lithium polysulfides to insoluble dilithium sulfide on the lithium surface. When
dilithium sulfide is formed on the lithium anode surface, it transports back and forth through the
electrolyte and precipitates on both electrodes causing reduced cycle life.
The key purpose of pre-lithiating the CGO/S electrode was to avoid using potentially
unsafe lithium metal anodes. However, the graphite anode was poorly passivated by the ethereal
solution, resulting in significantly reduced performance during each subsequent cycle. The
TEGDME solvent also adversely affected GO anode performance, resulting in significant cycle
life degradation. While the Li2S/GO cell could be cycled when using 1 M LiClO4 electrolyte,
significantly higher capacities would be necessary to make this combination viable. Although
recent research studies have touted the improved performance of LIBs offered by a GO anode,
the electrode’s sensitivity to SOC ultimately reduced cell voltage – and therefore energy density
– and severely limited cell capacity.
These results stress the importance of further research and development of electrolytes
for the Li/S system. Liquid electrolytes have reached their limit in terms of increasing viscosity
to limit polysulfide migration and dissolution. While this aspect of electrolytes is beneficial for
sulfur cathodes, it is a hindrance for ion conductivity and compatibility with other anode
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materials besides lithium metal. Electrolyte additives that passivate the lithium anode have
shown to be beneficial, but it does not completely solve the sulfur loss problem and associated
capacity fade. Thus, other electrolyte solutions must be explored so as to enable the coupling of
a sulfur cathode with other anode materials besides lithium.
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6. SUMMARY AND PROPOSAL OF FUTURE WORK
We have demonstrated the potential that graphene oxide (GO) offers to the Li/S system by
evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of two different preparation methods. Throughout
this research, the ultimate goal has been to improve the energy density and rechargeability of the
Li/S battery. These parameters were assessed through S utilization (mAh g-1 S) and cycle life
analyses. We have shown that the chemical synthesis approach offers a marked improvement in
terms of both of these parameters. To understand why, fundamental studies were performed on
the GO/S composites involving morphological, structural, and phase analyses.
Research efforts first began with the synthesis and characterization of graphene oxide
nanosheets. The Modified Hummers method was fine tuned in the laboratory until the resulting
GO powder showed the characteristic wave-like, corrugated morphology associated with
graphene, and the electrochemical performance of the GO nanosheets was matching that reported
by other researchers. Compared with the precursor graphite, lithium can be absorbed on each
side of the graphene oxide sheet as well as in the nanocavities and hydrogen-terminated edges,
resulting in improved energy storage capacity. Electrochemical characterization of the asprepared GO showed high initial discharge capacities associated with the formation of the SEI
layer, which is exacerbated by the reactive functional groups on the GO surface. After the 10th
cycle, the reversible lithium storage capacities will remain constant around 600 mAh g-1.
Sulfur was mechanically mixed with the as-prepared GO to form a MGO/S composite.
The electrochemical results of the MGO/S composite cathode samples are summarized in Table
16. While performance was enhanced relative to sulfur composites prepared in a similar manner
using carbon black or graphite, capacity fade remained an issue.
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1135
746
728
761
761
124

1047
702
688
690
733
88

96.96%
98.64%
90.66%
100.49%
92.77%
181.4%

10th Cycle Discharge
Capacity

Second Charge
Capacity (mAh/g S)

1171
756
803
758
820
68

Average Capacity Face
per Cycle

Second Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g S)

1459
1014
957
953
917
146

10th Cycle Coulombic
Efficiency (10th
discharge/9th charge)

Initial Reversible
Charge Capacity
(mAh/g S)

20
30
40
50
60
70

1st Cycle Coulombic
Efficiency (2nd
discharge/1st charge)

Sulfur
content
(wt%)
of
CGO/S
Cathode

Initial Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g S)

Table 16. Summary of mechanically mixed graphene oxide/sulfur (MGO/S) composite results.

98.57%
97.71
97.06%
98.96%
92.77%
101.7%

5.99%
6.75%
7.34%
6.45%
6.17%
10.1%

818
523
470
515
511
51

Li storage performance was enhanced using a chemically prepared CGO/S
nanocomposite cathode. Sulfur distribution was optimized after heat treatment of the
nanocomposite at 155 °C for 12 hr under N2 atmosphere. Sulfur content is also optimized in
terms of specific capacity and cycling performance. The electrochemical results of the CGO/S
nanocomposite cathode samples are summarized in Table 17. In comparison to the MGO/S
composites, the CGO/S nanocomposites exhibited, on average, a 10% improvement in both S
utilization and capacity retention. Thus, the use of graphene oxide improved the overall
conduction throughout the cathode composite.
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Sulfur
content
(wt%)
of
CGO/S
Cathode

Initial Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g S)

Initial Reversible
Charge Capacity
(mAh/g S)

Second Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g S)

Second Charge
Capacity (mAh/g S)

1st Cycle Coulombic
Efficiency (2nd
discharge/1st charge)

10th Cycle Coulombic
Efficiency (10th
discharge/9th charge)

Capacity Face per
Cycle

10th cycle Discharge
Capacity

Table 17. Summary of chemically mixed graphene oxide/sulfur (CGO/S) nanocomposite results.

13
27
30
35
39
50
63

1398
1077
1108
1126
1171
1017
458

1014
896
1053
983
988
884
279

1046
895
988
919
934
811
270

977
852
943
880
896
791
247

103.2%
99.88%
93.87%
93.56%
94.59%
91.69%
96.8%

93.03%
100%
97.39%
99.95%
96.14%
100.17%
91.9%

5.59%
5.09%
5.15%
5.97%
5.42%
5.57%
6.98%

809
665
685
639
697
596
216

However, capacity fade still continued to be an issue for the Li/S cells. A significant
source of this problem arose from the lithium metal anode. In particular, the Li metal anode’s
tendency to irreversibly react with S to form insoluble Li2S compounds caused considerable
active S material loss. Moreover, the Li metal anode is known to cause a number of safety
issues.
In an attempt to replace the unsafe Li metal anode, Li-ion/S cells were assembled using
an optimized CGO/S cathode composite and either a graphite anode or GO anode. Unfortunately,
issues were encountered pertaining to electrolyte compatibility with each electrode. Firstly, 1 M
LiClO4 in TEGDME electrolyte was found to be incompatible with graphite, and adversely
affected the performance of GO as well. Then, 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC, an electrolyte commonly
used in commercial LIBs, was determined to be incompatible with the sulfur composite cathode.
This work emphasizes the importance of electrolyte selection in Li/S batteries. Further research
into electrolyte compositions and stability is required not only to improve Li/S cell performance,
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but also to replace the Li metal anode all together in order to fabricate a stable and safe Li-ion/S
cell.
Correlations between carbon structure (porosity, surface chemistry, degree of
graphitization) and sulfur structure need to be comprehensively studied and optimized to fully
realize the potential of a sulfur composite cathode.23 The results of this thesis work have
suggested that graphene oxide presents a viable option in terms of fabricating a low cost,
functional sulfur cathode composite. However, the sulfur cathode is not the only issue that
deters the implementation of Li/S technology. Problems with the lithium anode and electrolyte
are both formidable obstacles to be overcome, as they both significantly affect the polysulfide
shuttle phenomenon and induce capacity fade.
One of the most common techniques used to suppress the polysulfide shuttle has been to
establish a physical barrier over lithium, which is hypothesized to be accomplished by using
various classes of NOx compounds, like nitrates or nitrites. However, NOx additives do not
eliminate solvent depletion. Without proper anode protection, solvent is lost on each cycle. This
leads to three unwanted results:22
i)

Increased Li2S precipitation,

ii) polarization and loss of capacity on each cycle, and
iii) end of life.
Electrolytes must be chosen very carefully according to their stability with lithium because cycle
life is limited by solvent depletion caused by the metallic lithium anode reacting with solvent.
The formation of lithium dendrites is a menacing safety issue with regard to using a
metallic lithium anode. In the case of the Li/S battery, sulfur species immediately react with
metallic lithium to form a passivating layer that prevents dendrite formation. Unfortunately, we
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do not want S to react with lithium because such a reaction results in continuative S material
loss. The intuitive solution to this problem is to physically separate the lithium anode or to
completely reserve polysulfides at the cathode region using polymer or gel electrolytes.
However, both of these solutions allow for lithium dendrite formation, which will ultimately
compromise the cell’s performance and safety.
Thus, the key to increasing cycle life is to prevent the Li anode from reacting with
solvents, to control Li morphology and prevent dendrite formation, and to stop the Li anode from
reacting with sulfur. Accomplishing all of these tasks will simultaneously improve safety.
Along these same lines, in order to increase Li/S cell capacity it is necessary to accomplish the
following:
i)

Increase S loading while maintaining/increasing S utilization, and

ii) protect the Li anode to reduce solvent loss.
The latter will stabilize the cycling behavior of the cathode and maintain a high capacity over
many cycles.
In order to decouple the anode and cathode chemistries, it may be reasonable to develop a
two-layer cell structure that separates polysulfide dissolution and ion transfer. Such an approach
would render it necessary to study the molecular sizes of the polysulfide anions as they are
reduced to Li2S in the electrolyte. Then, the pore size the of two-layer structure could be
optimized to block polysulfide diffusion, but allow for ion diffusion to-and-fro the lithium anode.
However, as dendrite formation would present an issue, further study will be conducted
regarding the use of a porous Si anode. This high capacity of Si (4200 mAh g-1) would not
detriment the replacement of Li (3840 mAh g-1), thereby maintaining the high energy density
associated with the Li/S battery.
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Further optimization of the cathode structure would also be necessary to improve cell
performance. The porosity of the structure needs to be controlled to limit pore blocking and to
accommodate S loading, but at the same time, the cathode microstructure must not clog. Future
work will focus on collecting a larger, representative number of micro-Raman point spectra for
both the GO nanosheets and the GO/S nanocomposites. This will be achieved by laser-scanning
point by point, a larger, representative region for each sample. The Raman images consisting of
hundreds to thousands point spectra will then be analyzed in MATLAB to examine the sample
homogeneity across the examined region and to obtain an accurate estimation of, among other
factors, the intensity ratio.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) needs to be conducted on both electrode
materials to understand the chemical reactions and kinetics of the electrode processes, as well as
which polarization losses are at play. Proper analysis of the Nyquist plots will provide insight
into the diffusion mechanisms at work and the charge transfer processes taking place during the
electrochemical reactions. In addition, the use of cyclic voltammetry (CV) tests will provide
further insight into the electrochemical reactions occurring at both electrodes.
Lastly, electrolyte solvents must be comprehensively studied and tested for compatibility
with both anode and cathode. This will require investigations of the sulfur structural evolution
and sulfur dissolution phenomena in various electrolytes during discharge/charge cycling.
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8. APPENDIX
Chapter 3 Chemicals: Graphite powder (HPM 850), sodium nitrate (NaNO3) (99%, Aldrich),
potassium permanganate (KMnO4) ( 98%, Aldrich), sulfuric acid (H2SO4) (98%, Aldrich),
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (30%, Aldrich), colloidal sulfur powder (Aldrich), n-methyl-2pyrrolidone (NMP, Aldrich), polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF, Aldrich), lithium perchlorate
(LiClO4, Aldrich), lithium trifluoromethane-sulfonate (LiCF3SO3, LiTF, Aldrich), tetraethylene
glycol dimethyl either (tetraglyme, TEGDME, Aldrich), lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6,
Aldrich), ethylene carbonate (EC), and diethyl carbonate (DEC) were used without further
treatments.

Chapter 4 Chemicals: Sodium sulfide (Na2S, Aldrich), colloidal sulfur powder (Aldrich),
glacial acetic acid (CH3COOH) (95%, Aldrich), n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Aldrich),
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF, Aldrich), lithium perchlorate (LiClO4, Aldrich), and
tetraethylene glycol dimethyl either (tetraglyme, TEGDME, Aldrich) were used without further
treatments.
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